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Abstract
Murthy Bellur, Dakshina. Ph.D., Engineering Ph.D. Program, Wright State Uni-
versity, 2010. Hard-Switching and Soft-Switching Two-Switch Flyback PWM DC-DC
Converters and Winding Loss due to Harmonics in High-Frequency Transformers.
The flyback pulse-width modulated (PWM) DC-DC power converter is a very
important circuit in switching mode power supply (SMPS) converters for low power
applications. The main drawback of the conventional single-switch flyback converter
is the high turn-off voltage stress suffered by the switch. The high voltage transients
are caused by the resonant behavior of the transformer leakage inductance and the
transistor output capacitance, resulting in ringing superimposed on the steady-state
switch voltage level. This requires a transistor with higher voltage rating. However,
a transistor with higher voltage rating has higher on-resistance causing higher con-
duction loss. The high voltage ringing also increases the switching loss. In addition,
the switch voltage stress is not easily predictable because it is difficult to determine
the magnitude of ringing during the design stage. The two-switch flyback DC-DC
converter is an extended version of the single-switch flyback converter. The circuit
arrangement with an addition of a power transistor and two clamping diodes to the
conventional single-switch flyback converter leads to the two-switch flyback PWM
DC-DC converter, which effectively reduces the switch overvoltage and eliminates
the uncertainty of its value. The clamping diodes in the two-switch flyback converter
clamps the voltage across each switch to the DC input voltage and also provide a
path to return most of the energy stored in the transformer leakage inductance to the
DC input source.
In the first part of this research, detailed steady-state analyses of the two-switch
flyback PWM DC-DC converter for continuous conduction mode (CCM) and discon-
tinuous conduction mode (DCM) are performed. The transistor output capacitance
iii
and the transformer leakage inductance are included in the analyses. Design equations
for both CCM and DCM operation modes are derived. Furthermore, by incorporating
an active clamp circuit into the hard-switching two-switch flyback converter, a new
soft-switching two-switch flyback converter, namely, zero-current transition (ZCT)
two-switch flyback is proposed. The principle of circuit operation, steady-state anal-
ysis, equivalent circuits, converter steady-state waveforms, and design procedure of
the proposed ZCT two-switch flyback converter is presented. The key features of the
proposed soft-switching converter are 1) the voltage stresses of the main switches are
reduced to DC input voltage VI , and 2) all the semiconductor devices are turned off
under zero-current (ZC) switching condition. Clamping of the switch overvoltages
and reduction in switching loss are achieved in the proposed ZCT two-switch flyback
converter. Saber Sketch simulation and experimental results of the hard-switching
and the proposed ZCT soft-switching two-switch flyback converters are presented to
validate the theoretical analyses.
High frequency (HF) transformers used in PWM converters, such as flyback trans-
formers conduct periodic nonsinusoidal currents, which give rise to additional winding
losses due to harmonics. In the second part of this research, a theory is developed to
find the harmonic winding loss in an HF transformer conducting periodic nonsinu-
soidal current. Dowell’s equation is used to determine the winding resistances due to
eddy currents as a function of frequency. Both skin and proximity effects are taken
into account. Fourier series of the primary and secondary current waveforms in a
two-winding flyback transformer and the primary and secondary winding resistances
are used to determine the primary and secondary winding power losses at various
harmonics for both CCM and DCM cases, respectively. The harmonic winding loss
factors FRph and FRsh are introduced. The theory is illustrated by the case study of
flyback converter for both CCM and DCM operations. Using the equations developed
iv
to find the winding losses due to harmonics, detailed methodology and step-by-step
procedures to design two-winding flyback transformers for CCM and DCM opera-
tions, respectively, are given. Examples illustrating the design of two-winding flyback
transformer for CCM and DCM operations are presented. Computed characteristics
of the designed flyback transformer for a wide range of operating conditions of the
flyback converter in CCM and DCM modes are presented.
v
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
This dissertation is mainly divided into two parts. In the first part, principles of
circuit operation, steady-state analyses, and design procedures of the hard-switching
two-switch flyback converter and the proposed soft-switching zero-current transition
(ZCT) two-switch flyback converter are presented. In the second part, the theory
developed to find the winding loss due to harmonics in a high-frequency (HF) trans-
former, such as flyback transformer, conducting periodic nonsinusoidal current, and
a step-by-step procedure to design a HF flyback transformer for both continuous
conduction mode (CCM) and discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) are presented.
1.1.1 Part I: Hard-Switching and Soft-Switching Two-Switch Flyback
PWM DC-DC Converters
The pulse-width modulated (PWM) DC-DC power converter is an integral part of
switching-mode power supplies (SMPSs) widely used in any modern day electronic
equipment which requires a DC supply. In all applications, input-to-output electri-
cal isolation is required at the power supply stage in order to protect the loading
device from input transients. For low power applications requiring electrical isola-
tion, flyback and forward DC-DC converters are the most popular choices [1]-[11].
An HF transformer is used in flyback and forward converters to provide input-to-
output electrical isolation. In a flyback converter, the magnetizing inductance of the
HF transformer is utilized to store the energy required for power conversion, thereby
eliminating the need for an additional inductor which is required in a forward con-
verter. An additional winding is also required in the transformer of the forward
converter to reset the residual magnetic flux in the transformer core. Thus, flyback
PWM DC-DC converters are preferred over forward converters since the former is sim-
pler and has fewer semiconductor and magnetic components than the latter. Flyback
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Figure 1.1: Classical single-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter.
PWM DC-DC power converter is an important circuit extensively used in various
electronic applications (< 250 W) [6]-[11], such as universal adapters/chargers for
laptops and cell phones, battery charge equalizers, power supplies for telecommunica-
tion equipments, DVD players, Power-over-Ethernet (PoE), audio amplifiers, multiple
output power supplies for charge-coupled devices (CCDs), TV set-top box, vacuum
fluorescent displays (VFDs), LED displays, and cathode-ray tube TVs/monitors.
The circuit of the classical single-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter is shown
in Fig. 1.1. The circuit comprises a power transistor S used as a controllable switch,
a HF transformer T modeled as an ideal transformer with its magnetizing inductance
Lm referred to the primary side, and a rectifier diode D3 (uncontrollable switch). The
filter capacitor and the load resistance are denoted by C and RL, respectively. The
principle of circuit operation of an ideal flyback converter is mainly categorized into
two time intervals. In the first time interval, the main switch S is turned on and the
energy from the input source is stored in the transformer magnetizing inductance Lm
while the rectifier diode D3 remains off. In the second time interval, the switch S is
turned off and the energy stored in Lm is transferred to the output via transformer T
and the rectifier diode D3. The maximum voltage stress of the main switch VSM in an
ideal flyback converter is the sum of the DC input and reflected DC output voltages
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(VI+nVO), where n is the HF transformer primary-to-secondary turns ratio. However,
in a practical flyback converter circuit, the switch S suffers from higher voltage stress
due to the resonance caused by the parasitic transformer leakage inductance Ll and
the transistor output capacitance CO, resulting in ringing superimposed on the steady-
state ideal switch voltage of VI+nVO. Additionally, the ringing caused by the parasitic
resonance also creates HF noise in the circuit, thereby increasing the problem of
electromagnetic interference (EMI). In order to avoid the voltage breakdown of the
switch S, a transistor with higher voltage blocking capability must be selected. A
transistor with higher voltage rating is usually accompanied by higher on-resistance
rDS, which leads to higher conduction loss. The ringing also increases switching
loss. Furthermore, the magnitude of the additional voltage stress caused by the
ringing is not easily predictable as it depends on the value of the transformer leakage
inductance and other stray inductances and capacitances in the circuit, which is also
not easily predictable. Increased conduction and switching losses in the switch S
leads to reduced converter efficiency.
Several techniques to mitigate the problems due to parasitic ringing in the classical
flyback converter (or the single-switch flyback converter) are available in the litera-
ture. The earliest and the most commonly used techniques to reduce the magnitude
of ringing are the dissipative Zener diode voltage clamp and the passive resistor-
capacitor-diode (RCD) snubber [12]-[14]. In the Zener diode voltage clamp, a Zener
diode and a clamping diode are connected back-to-back across the primary winding of
the transformer to clamp the voltage across the switch S at turn-off. The maximum
switch voltage stress in this case is VSM = VI + nVO + Vz, where Vz is the Zener
voltage. In the RCD passive clamp snubber, a parallel combination of R and C in
series with the diode D is connected across the primary winding. The energy stored in
the leakage inductance is dissipated in the snubber resistor R, reducing the converter
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Figure 1.2: Two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter.
efficiency. The maximum voltage stress of the main switch is approximately 2VI .
In another technique, passive elements L and C are used in various combinations
across the main switch and the primary winding of the flyback converter to transfer
the leakage energy to either the input or the output. This type of snubber is known as
the non-dissipative passive snubber [15]-[16]. The disadvantage of this type of snubber
is that it increases the current stress of the main switch, while the voltage stress
VSM ≈ 2VI , thereby increasing the conduction loss. Recently, active clamp circuits
have been extensively used to address the problem of ringing in single-switch flyback
converters [17]-[23]. The active clamp circuit consists of a clamp capacitor and an
additional active device such as a power MOSFET. The active clamp circuit effectively
clamps the voltage across the switch to VSM = VI+nVO and also provides zero-voltage
switching (ZVS) condition for both main and auxiliary switches, reducing switching
losses, reducing EMI, and increasing the converter efficiency. The auxiliary switch of
the active clamp circuit is driven complementarily with respect to the main switch
to achieve ZVS condition. Incorporation of the active clamp circuit into the hard-
switching single-switch flyback converter results in a soft-switching flyback converter.
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A simpler alternative to passive and active clamp circuits used to remove ringing in
the single-switch flyback converter is the two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter
shown in Fig. 1.2 [40], [41], [1], [4], [5]. The two-switch flyback DC-DC converter is an
extended version of the single-switch flyback converter. An additional switch and two
clamping diodes serve as a simple, yet an effective way to limit the switch overvoltages.
The clamping diodes which are cross connected across the primary winding effectively
clamp the voltages across both the switches at turn-off and also provide a path to
return the leakage inductance energy to the input source. The maximum voltage
stress of the switch in a two-switch flyback converter is limited only to the DC input
voltage VI , reducing the switching and conduction losses. The additional switch is
driven in phase with the main switch, thus making the control logic for the gate
drive signal easier than that of the active clamp control circuit. Although the two-
switch flyback converter is simpler and more advantageous than the single-switch
flyback converter, there is neither analytical work nor design methodology of the
two-switch flyback converter available in the literature. In this work, detailed steady-
state analyses of the two-switch flyback converter including the parasitc transformer
leakage inductance and the switch output capacitance is performed for both CCM
and DCM operations. Based on the analyses, the design equations for the two-switch
flyback converter for both CCM and DCM operations are derived. Furthermore,
combining the reduced switch-voltage stress feature provided by the hard-switching
two-switch flyback converter topology along with the soft-switching feature provided
by the active clamp circuit, a new soft-switching two-switch flyback converter circuit,
namely, ZCT two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter is proposed. The principle
of circuit operation, steady-state analysis, equivalent circuits, and converter steady-
state waveforms of the proposed soft-switching ZCT two-switch flyback converter is
presented. The key features of the hard-switching and the soft-switching two-switch
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flyback converters are listed below:
Hard-Switching Two-Switch Flyback PWM DC-DC Converter
1. The maximum switch voltage is clamped to the DC input voltage VI .
2. The clamping diodes provide a path to return the transformer leakage energy
into the DC input source.
3. The transistor turn-off switching loss is reduced.
Soft-Switching ZCT Two-Switch Flyback PWM DC-DC Converter
1. The maximum switch voltage is clamped to the DC input voltage VI .
2. Zero-current (ZC) switching of all the switches and diodes.
3. Simple auxiliary circuit with low component count.
Based on the theoretical analyses presented and using the design procedure, the
hard-switching and the soft-switching two-switch flyback converters are simulated
in Saber Sketch circuit simulator. Experimental results from laboratory prototypes
of the hard-switching and the ZCT soft-switching two-switch flyback converters are
given to validate the theoretical analyses.
1.1.2 Part II: Harmonic Winding Loss in High-Frequency Transformers
Magnetic components such as inductors and transformers are an integral part of high
efficiency, high power density power electronic equipments. They occupy more vol-
ume and are heavier when compared to other parts in a power electronic converter.
In order to reduce the size of the magnetic components, the switching frequency of
the PWM converters is increased. Increasing the switching frequency of the converter
increases the transformer winding losses due to skin and proximity effects. Addition-
ally, since PWM switching converters conduct nonsinusoidal currents, the losses due
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to harmonics increase the winding power losses. The harmonic losses in transformer
windings due to high-frequency (HF) operation also increase the operating tempera-
ture. HF transformers are widely used in power-factor correction and DC-DC power
conversion applications [6]-[11].
Several studies on the effect of high-frequency operation in windings are available
in the literature [24]-[38]. The equation for winding ac resistance caused by the skin
and proximity effects due to sinusoidal current in a winding is presented in [24]-[26].
The theoretical analyses presented in [24]-[26] are further extended to nonsinusoidal
(rectangular and trapezoidal) current waveforms in [27]-[30]. In [27]-[30], the Fourier
analysis is applied to rectangular and trapezoidal current waveforms to obtain the
winding power loss at harmonic frequencies and hence to obtain the total winding
loss by adding all the losses calculated at each harmonic frequency along with the
DC power loss. In the approach presented in [27]-[30], the winding power loss at
each harmonic is calculated by the product of the square of the amplitude of current
and the value of winding ac resistance at the corresponding harmonic. In another
recently proposed method [34], the rms values of the current waveform and the rms
value of its derivatives are used to find the ac resistance for several current waveforms.
Approximate equations are derived in [34] to find the ratio of sum of ac and DC
resistance to DC resistance for several current waveforms. The Fourier expansion
of the flyback transformer current in PWM converters operating in either CCM or
DCM has not been given in the literature. In this work, a general expression for
the transformer winding power loss for periodic nonsinusoidal current waveform is
presented. Dowell’s equation is used to determine the winding resistance due to eddy
currents as a function of frequency. Both skin and proximity effects are taken into
account. Fourier series of the primary and secondary current waveforms in isolated
DC-DC power converters and the primary and secondary winding resistances are used
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to determine the primary and secondary winding power losses at various harmonics,
respectively. The harmonic winding loss factors FRph and FRsh are introduced. The
theory presented is illustrated by the case study of flyback converter operating in
both CCM and DCM.
The design of HF transformers are not studied well in the literature. A procedure
to design transformers for PWM DC-DC converters is available in [39]. However, the
transformer design in [39] neither calculates the winding losses due to high-frequency
effects nor due to harmonics. Incorporating the equations developed to calculate the
winding power losses in an HF transformer, step-by-step procedures to design two-
winding transformers operating in CCM and DCM modes, respectively, are presented.
Criteria for the selection of transformer core and winding wire using the area product
method for nonsinusoidal excitations are developed. Practical examples to design a
two-winding flyback transformer for both CCM and DCM operations are given. The
computed characteristics of the transformers designed are presented for a wide range
of converter operating conditions.
1.2 Motivation
The requirement for compact, high efficiency, high density, low noise switching mode
PWM DC-DC converters is ever increasing. The reduction in size of the PWM
switching converters is mostly brought about by reducing the size of the magnetic
components. This is primarily achieved by increasing the converter switching fre-
quency which in turn has three major effects 1) the switching losses, which is directly
proportional to the switching frequency, increases, thus reducing the converter effi-
ciency, 2) the high speed switching action will increase EMI, and 3) the HF switching
leads to additional winding losses due to eddy current phenomenon in the transformer
winding. The analysis and design of the two-switch flyback converter including the
transformer leakage inductance and the transistor output capacitance is not available
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in the literature. Also, the Fourier expansion of the periodic nonsinusoidal current
waveform of the flyback transformer, which is used to calculate the transformer wind-
ing loss, is not available in the literature. A deep understanding of the two-switch
flyback converter is necessary to lay the platform for solving the problems due to
parasitics and HF operation. Since the HF flyback transformer plays a vital role in
the converter operation, a good HF transformer design is also necessary.
1.3 Objectives
The objectives of this work are:
1. To present a detailed steady-state analysis and design of hard-switching two-
switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter including the parasitic transformer leak-
age inductance and switch output capacitance, for both CCM and DCM oper-
ation modes.
2. To validate the theoretical analysis of the hard-switching two-switch flyback
converter by simulation and experiment.
3. To propose a soft-switching ZCT two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter.
4. To present the steady-state analysis and design of the proposed soft-switching
ZCT two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter.
5. To validate the theoretical analysis of the ZCT soft-switching two-switch flyback
converter by simulation and experiment.
6. To explore and investigate the HF effects on the winding losses of a transformer
conducting periodic nonsinusoidal current.
7. To develop and present general expressions for winding power loss in a two-
winding transformer conducting periodic nonsinusoidal current.
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8. To derive specific expressions for winding power loss in a two-winding flyback
transformer conducting periodic nonsinusoidal current for CCM and DCM op-
erations.
9. To present a step-by-step procedure to design a HF two-winding flyback trans-
former, using the area product method.
10. To illustrate the theory of winding losses due to harmonics in HF transform-
ers by presenting the case studies of two-winding transformer used in flyback
converter for CCM and DCM operations, respectively, for the entire range of
converter operating conditions.
1.4 Contents of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, analysis and design of the hard-
switching two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter for CCM and DCM operations,
respectively, is given along with the simulation and experimental results. Chapter
3 presents the proposed ZCT soft-switching two-switching flyback converter along
with the circuit operation, steady-state analysis, design procedure, simulation and
experimental results. The theory of winding loss due to harmonics in HF transformers
and the detailed design procedures and examples of the HF transformers are presented
in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. Conclusions and contributions follow in Chapter 6.
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2 Hard-Switching Two-Switch Flyback PWM DC-
DC Converter
2.1 Background
The two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter is an extended version of the con-
ventional single-switch flyback converter. An additional switch and two clamping
diodes serve as a simple, but an effective way to limit the switch overvoltages, which
occur in the conventional single-switch flyback converter. This chapter presents a
detailed steady-state analysis of the two-switch flyback converter for both CCM and
DCM cases, respectively. The switch output capacitance and the transformer leakage
inductance are included in the analysis. Current and voltage waveforms of all the
components of the converter are given. Power losses in all the components are de-
termined. A comparison of the power losses of the two-switch and the single-switch
flyback converters is given. Design procedures and examples are also given. Simu-
lation and experimental results of the two-switch flyback converter are presented for
both CCM and DCM cases.
2.2 Circuit Description
The basic circuit of the two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter is shown in
Fig. 2.1. In the figure, the two switches S1 and S2 are n-channel power MOSFETs
whose output capacitances are denoted by CO1 and CO2, respectively. The clamping
diodes D1 and D2 are cross connected across the switches and the primary winding.
The rectifier diode and the filter capacitor are denoted by D3 and C, respectively.
The input DC voltage and the load resistance are denoted by VI and RL, respectively.
Both the switches S1 and S2 are turned on or off at the same time by a gate driver.
The switching period Ts is given by 1/fs, where fs is the switching frequency. The
ratio of switch on-time ton to the total period Ts is defined as the switch duty ratio
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Figure 2.1: Two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter.
D. The transformer T is modeled as an ideal transformer with its magnetizing in-
ductance Lm (referred to the primary) and the total leakage inductance Ll. To ease
the mathematical analysis, the total transformer leakage inductance is referred to the
primary. The transformer primary-to-secondary turns ratio is denoted by n.
2.3 Steady-State Analysis of Two-Switch Flyback Converter
for CCM
2.3.1 Assumptions
The steady-state analysis of the two-switch flyback PWM converter of Fig. 2.1 is
based on the following assumptions:
1. The power MOSFETs are ideal switches except for their output capacitances.
2. The diodes are ideal switches.
3. The diode capacitances and lead inductances are zero.
4. Passive components are linear, time-invariant, and frequency-independent.
5. The converter is operating in steady-state.
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6. The switching period Ts = 1/fs is much smaller than the time constants of the
reactive components.
7. Before the beginning of the switching cycle (time t = t0), the magnetizing
inductance current is commutated through the rectifier diode D3, and all other
switches and diodes are off.
2.3.2 Principle of Circuit Operation for CCM
The principle of operation of each stage is explained with the aid of equivalent circuits
shown in Fig. 2.2 and the voltage and current waveforms of the converter shown in
Fig. 2.3.
Stage 1 (t0 < t ≤ t1): At time t = t0, both the switches S1 and S2 are turned
on by an external driver. The leakage inductance Ll prevents the instantaneous
transfer of magnetizing current from the transformer secondary to the primary. Hence,
the rectifier diode D3 remains on. An equivalent circuit for this stage is shown in
Fig. 2.2(a). Since the voltage across the clamping diodes D1 and D2 is −VI , the
diodes D1 and D2 are reverse biased and hence their currents iD1 and iD2 are zero.
The leakage inductance Ll limits the rate of rise of current through the switches S1
and S2. The voltage across the magnetizing inductance is −nVO from which the
current through the magnetizing inductance is
iLm = −
nVO
Lm
(t− t0) + iLm(t0), (2.1)
where iLm(t0) is the initial current of the magnetizing inductance at time t = t0. The
voltage across the leakage inductance is VI + nVO. The current through the leakage
inductance and the switches S1 and S2 are
iS1 = iS2 = iLl =
VI + nVO
Lm + Ll
(t− t0) + iLm(t0), (2.2)
where iLl(t0) = 0 is the initial value of the current in the leakage inductance at time
t = t0. The current through the switches and the leakage inductance rises linearly
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Figure 2.2: Equivalent circuits of the two-switch flyback converter for CCM at differ-
ent stages of a switching cycle. (a) Stage 1 (t0 < t ≤ t1). (b) Stage 2 (t1 < t ≤ t2).
(c) Stage 3 (t2 < t ≤ t3). (d) Stage 4 (t3 < t ≤ t4). (e) Stage 5 (t4 < t ≤ t5). (f)
Stage 6 (t5 < t ≤ t6).
with a slope of (VI + nVO)/Ll. The current through the rectifier diode is
iD3 = −n(iLl − iLm) = −n
VILm + nVO(Lm + Ll)
LmLl
(t− t0) + niLm(t0). (2.3)
Assuming Ll  Lm, the rectifier diode currents fall linearly with a slope of approxi-
mately −n(VI +nVO)/Ll. The voltages across the switches vDS1, vDS2 and across the
rectifier diode vD3 are zero. This stage ends at time t = t1, when the current through
the leakage inductance equals the magnetizing inductance current and the rectifier
diode current reaches zero. Substituting iD3 = 0 into (2.3), the time period of the
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Figure 2.3: Voltage and current waveforms of the two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC
converter for CCM.
first stage is obtained as
∆t1 = t1 − t0 =
Ll
VI + nVO
iLm(t0). (2.4)
Stage 2 (t1 < t ≤ t2): During this stage the switches S1 and S2 are on and
all the diodes D1, D2 and D3 are off. An ideal equivalent circuit of this stage is
shown in Fig. 2.2(b). The current through the switches, leakage inductance, and the
magnetizing inductance is
iS1 = iS2 = iLl = iLm =
VI
Lm + Ll
(t− t1) + iLm(t1), (2.5)
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where iLm(t1) is the initial current of the magnetizing inductance at t = t1. The
current through the magnetizing inductance, leakage inductance, and the switches
rises linearly with a slope of VI/(Lm + Ll). The voltages across the switches vS1 and
vS2 are zero. The peak current of the magnetizing inductance is
iLm(t2) =
VIDT
Lm + Ll
+ iLm(t1) =
VID
fs(Lm + Ll)
+ iLm(t1), (2.6)
The peak-to-peak value of the ripple current through the magnetizing inductance is
∆iLm = iLm(t2)− iLm(t1) =
VIDT
Lm + Ll
=
VID
fs(Lm + Ll)
. (2.7)
This stage ends at time t = t2, when both the switches are turned off.
Stage 3 (t2 < t ≤ t3): During this stage, the switches S1, S2 and all the diodes
D1, D2 and D3 are off. An equivalent circuit for this stage is shown in Fig. 2.2(c).
The magnetizing current (equal to the leakage current) charges the switch output
capacitances CO1 and CO2 in a resonant manner. The current through CO1, CO2, the
leakage inductance, and the magnetizing inductance is
iCO1 = iCO2 = iLl = iLm =
VI
Z1
sinω1(t− t2) + iLm(t2) cosω1(t− t2), (2.8)
where
Z1 =
√
(Lm + Ll)(CO1 + CO2)
CO1CO2
(2.9)
and
ω1 =
√
CO1 + CO2
CO1CO2(Lm + Ll)
. (2.10)
Assuming CO1 = CO2 = CO, the switch voltages are
vDS1 = vDS2 = vCO1 = vCO2 =
iLm(t2)Z1
2
sinω1(t− t2)−
VI
2
cosω1(t− t2). (2.11)
This stage ends at time t = t3, when the voltage across each switch equals VI , thus
turning on the clamping diodes D1 and D2.
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Stage 4 (t3 < t ≤ t4): During this stage, the switches S1, S2 are off, and all
the diodes D1, D2, D3 are on. An equivalent circuit for this stage is depicted in
Fig. 2.2(d). The voltage across each switch is clamped to VI + VF , where VF is the
forward voltage of the clamping diode. The current through the leakage inductance
charges the input voltage source VI via clamping diodes D1 and D2 given by
iD1 = iD2 = iLl = iLm = −
VI − nVO
Ll
(t− t3) + iLl(t3), (2.12)
where iLl(t3) is the initial current of the magnetizing inductance at time t3. This
mode is referred to as regenerative clamping mode. This stage ends at time t = t4,
when the rectifier diode current iD3 equals the reflected magnetizing current niLm,
thereby turning off the clamping diodes D1 and D2.
Stage 5 (t4 < t ≤ t5): During this stage, the switches S1, S2 and the diodes D1,
D2 are off. The diode D3 is on. An equivalent circuit for this stage is depicted in
Fig. 2.2(e). The resonant current through the leakage inductance Ll and the switch
output capacitances CO1 and CO2 is
iLl = iCO1 = iCO2 = iLl(t4) cosω2(t− t4), (2.13)
where iLl(t4) is the initial current of the leakage inductance at time instant t4. The
voltage across the leakage inductance is
vLl = −iLl(t4)Z2 sinω2(t− t4), (2.14)
where
Z2 =
√
Ll(CO1 + CO2)
CO1CO2
(2.15)
and
ω2 =
√
CO1 + CO2
LlCO1CO2
. (2.16)
The voltages across the switches are
vDS1 = vDS2 = vCO1 = vCO2 = VI − iLl(t4)Z2 sinω2(t− t4). (2.17)
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This stage ends at time t = t5, when the leakage inductance current iLl drops to zero.
Stage 6 (t5 < t ≤ t6): During this stage, the switches S1, S2 and the clamping
diodes D1, D2 are off. The rectifier diode D3 is on. An equivalent circuit for
this stage is depicted in Fig. 2.2(f). This stage is similar to Stage 5 except that the
resonance between CO1, CO2, and Ll has stopped. The voltage across the magnetizing
inductance is −nVO. The current through the magnetizing inductance is
iLm = −
nVO
Lm
(t− t5) + iLm(t5), (2.18)
where iLm(t5) is the initial current of the magnetizing inductance at t = t5. The
rectifier diode current is
iD3 = −
n2VO
Lm
(t− t5) + niLm(t5). (2.19)
Assuming that the switches S1 and S2 are identical, the voltages across the switches
are
vDS1 = vDS2 =
VI + nVO
2
. (2.20)
Assuming that the clamping diodes D1 and D2 are identical, the voltages across the
clamping diodes are
vD1 = vD2 =
nVO − VI
2
. (2.21)
The current through the switches iS1, iS2, the current through the clamping diodes
iD1, iD2, and the leakage inductance current iLl are zero. This stage ends at time
t = t6, when the main switches S1 and S2 are turned on, thus completing one complete
switching cycle. In Fig. 2.3, the time duration of Stages 1, 3, 4, and 5 are exaggerated
for better understanding of the converter operation.
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2.4 Design of Two-Switch Flyback Converter for CCM
2.4.1 DC Voltage Transfer Function
Referring to the voltage waveform of the magnetizing inductance in Fig. 2.3 and
applying volt-second balance, we have
VI∆t2 = VI(∆t3 + ∆t4) + nVO(∆t1 + ∆t5 + ∆t6), (2.22)
from which, the DC voltage transfer function of the converter is
MV DC ≡
VO
VI
=
∆t2 − (∆t3 + ∆t4)
n(∆t1 + ∆t5 + ∆t6)
. (2.23)
Assuming that the time duration of Stages 1, 3, 4, and 5 are very small in comparison
with those of Stages 2 and 6, MV DC can be approximated to
MV DC ≡
VO
VI
≈ ∆t2
n∆t6
=
D
n(1−D)
. (2.24)
2.4.2 Device Stresses
The selection of components is based on the maximum values of the voltage and
current stresses of the switches and the diodes. During the fourth stage, the maximum
off-state voltage appearing across S1 and S2 is
VSM1(max) = VSM2(max) = VI(max). (2.25)
During the sixth stage, the maximum off-state voltage appearing across S1 and S2 is
VSM1(max) = VSM2(max) =
VI(max) + nVO
2
(2.26)
During the second stage, the maximum value of the current through the switch is
ISM1(max) = ISM2(max) =
IO(max)
n(1−Dmax)
+
∆iLm
2
, (2.27)
where IO(max) is the maximum DC output current. During the second stage, the
maximum value of the diode reverse voltage is
VDM3(max) =
VI
n
+ VO. (2.28)
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At the end of the fourth stage, the maximum value of the current through the rectifier
diode is approximately
IDM3(max) =
IO(max)
1−Dmax
+
n∆iLm
2
. (2.29)
During the first and the second stages, the maximum value of the clamping diode
reverse voltage is
VDM1(max) = VDM2(max) = VI(max). (2.30)
During the fourth stage, the maximum values of the current through the clamping
diodes are
IDM1(max) = IDM2(max) =
IO(max)
n(1−Dmax)
+
∆iLm
2
. (2.31)
2.4.3 Design Procedure for CCM
The DC voltage transfer function of the two-switch flyback converter at the boundary
between CCM and DCM is given by
MV DC =
VO
VI
=
ηD
n(1−D)
, (2.32)
from which, the transformer turns ratio is given by
n =
ηDmax
MV DC(max)(1−Dmax)
. (2.33)
where Dmax is the maximum duty cycle at the boundary between CCM and DCM
and MV DC(max) = VO/VI(min). In (2.33), the maximum value of the duty cycle Dmax
is taken as 0.5 and MV DC is calculated considering the desired converter efficiency
η to be 90%. The peak voltage and current stresses of the devices on either side of
the flyback transformer are influenced by n. The current and voltage stresses are
minimal when n is selected such that D is 0.5. Hence, the value of n is calculated
at Dmax = 0.5. Furthermore, if the converter is operated for D > 0.5, the leakage
inductance is charged for a longer period of time resulting in a longer duration of
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the reset period (Stage 4), which in turn delays the transfer of energy stored in the
magnetizing inductance to the load, thus reducing the converter efficiency.
The minimum value of the magnetizing inductance for CCM operation is given by
Lm(min) =
n2RLmax(1−Dmin)2
2fs
. (2.34)
Using (2.25) - (2.31), the power MOSFETs and the diodes are selected. Selection of
the output filter capacitor is based on the output voltage ripple specification.
C =
DmaxVO
fsRLminVcpp
, (2.35)
where Vcpp is the peak-to-peak value of the ac component of the voltage across the
capacitance, which is approximately
Vcpp ≈ Vr − Vrcpp. (2.36)
In (2.36), Vr is the peak-to-peak value of the output ripple voltage (usually expressed
as a percentage of DC output voltage VO) and Vrcpp = rCICpp is the peak-to-peak
value of the voltage across the equivalent series resistance (ESR) rC of the capacitor.
The designed capacitor must be able to withstand the RMS capacitor current given
by
ICrms ≈ IO
√
D
1−D
. (2.37)
The peak-to-peak value of the capacitor current is
ICpp ≈ n∆iLm =
nVO(1−Dmin)
fs(Lm + Ll)
. (2.38)
2.5 Power Losses and Efficiency of Two-Switch Flyback Con-
verter for CCM
Equations for the power losses in the two-switch flyback converter are obtained by
assuming that the time duration of Stages 1, 3, and 5 are very small. Using (2.5) and
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(2.27), the rms value of the current through the switches is
IS1,S2(rms) =
√
1
Ts
∫ t1
t0
iS1,S2 dt =
IO
√
D
n(1−D)
. (2.39)
Assuming that the on-resistances of the switches rDS1 = rDS2 = rDS, the total con-
duction loss in 2rDS and primary winding resistance rT1 is
PST1 = (2rDS + rT1)I
2
S1,S2(rms) = (2rDS + rT1)
DI2O
n2(1−D)2
. (2.40)
Assuming that the output capacitances of the switches CO1 = CO2 = CO and using
(2.25), the switch capacitive turn-off loss is given by
PSW =
1
2
fs(2CO)V
2
SM = fsCOV
2
I . (2.41)
Using (2.19) and (2.29), the rms value of the current through the rectifier diode is
ID3(rms) =
√
1
Ts
∫ t6
t2
iD3 dt =
IO√
1−D
. (2.42)
The total conduction loss in the rectifier diode forward resistance RF3 and the sec-
ondary winding resistance rT2 is
PDT2 = (RF3 + rT2)I
2
D3(rms) =
(RF3 + rT2)I
2
O
1−D
. (2.43)
The average value of the rectifier diode current ID3 = IO, from which, the rectifier
diode loss associated with the forward voltage of the rectifier diode VF3 is
PV F3 = VF3ID3 = VF3IO. (2.44)
Using (2.12) and (2.31), the rms value of the current through the clamping diodes is
ID1,D2(rms) =
√
1
Ts
∫ t4
t3
iD1,D2 dt =
IO
n(1−D)
√
∆t4
Ts
. (2.45)
Assuming that the forward resistances of the clamping diodes RF1 = RF2 = RF and
∆t4 = 10%Ts, the total conduction loss in 2RF is
PRF = 2RF I
2
D1,D2(rms) = 2RF
(
∆t4
Ts
)
I2O
n2(1−D)2
≈ 0.2RF I
2
O
n2(1−D)2
. (2.46)
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The average value of the clamping diode current is
ID1 = ID2 = ID =
1
Ts
∫ t4
t3
iD dt =
IO
n(1−D)
(
∆t4
Ts
)
. (2.47)
Assuming that the forward voltage of the clamping diodes VF1 = VF2 = VF and
∆t4 = 10%Ts, the total loss associated with the forward voltages of two clamping
diodes together is
PV F = 2VF ID =
2VF IO
n(1−D)
(
∆t4
Ts
)
≈ 0.2VF IO
n(1−D)
. (2.48)
Using (2.5), (2.18), and (2.27), the rms value of the current through the magnetizing
inductance is approximately
IL(rms) ≈ II +
IO
n
=
IO
n(1−D)
. (2.49)
The power loss in the equivalent series resistance (ESR) rL of the magnetizing induc-
tance is
PrL = rLI
2
Lm(rms) =
rLI
2
O
n2(1−D)2
. (2.50)
The total power loss in the two-switch flyback converter for CCM is
PLS = PST1 + PSW + PDT2 + PV F3 + PRF + PV F + PrL. (2.51)
The efficiency of the two-switch flyback converter for CCM is
η ≡ PO
PI
=
PO
PO + PLS
=
1
1 + PLS
PO
. (2.52)
2.6 Simulation and Experimental Results of Two-Switch Fly-
back Converter for CCM
The hard-switching two-switch flyback converter for CCM is designed for the following
specifications:
• Maximum input voltage: VImax = 50± 10 V
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Figure 2.4: Single-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter without RCD snubber.
Figure 2.5: Single-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter with RCD snubber.
• Output voltage: VO = 10 V
• Maximum output power: POmax = 30 W
• Minimum output power: POmin = 3 W
• Switching frequency: fs = 100 kHz
• Output voltage ripple: Vr/VO ≤ 5%
The two-switch flyback converter for CCM is designed using equations (2.25) -
(2.35). The components selected for the experiment and their specifications are given
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Table 2.1: List of Components and their Specifications for Two-Switch
Flyback Converter for CCM
Parameter Value Component
Power MOSFET maximum voltage stress 60 V IRF510 - 100 V
Power MOSFET maximum current stress 1.99 A IRF510 - 5 A
Power MOSFET drain-to-source on-resistance rDS IRF510 - 0.54 Ω
Power MOSFET drain-to-source capacitance CO IRF510 - 60 pF
Rectifier diode maximum voltage stress 30 V MBR10100 - 100 V
Rectifier diode maximum current stress 5.97 A MBR10100 - 10 A
Rectifier diode forward voltage VF3 MBR10100 - 0.65 V
Rectifier diode forward resistance RF3 MBR10100 - 20 mΩ
Clamping diode maximum voltage stress 60 V MBR10100 - 100 V
Clamping diode maximum current stress 1.99 A MBR10100 - 10 A
Clamping diode forward voltage VF3 MBR10100 - 0.65 V
Clamping diode forward resistance RF3 MBR10100 - 20 mΩ
Flyback transformer core - Magnetics Pot Core
Transformer core number - 0P-43622
Primary winding magnetizing inductance 650 µH 641 µH
Secondary winding magnetizing inductance 75.2 µH 71.2 µH
Number of primary winding turns 36 36
Number of secondary winding turns 12.24 12
Primary-to-secondary turns ratio 2.94 3
Primary winding leakage inductance Llp 14.4 µH
Secondary winding leakage inductance LlS 2.98 µH
Total leakage inductance (primary) Ll 14.73 µH
Primary winding resistance rT1 98 mΩ
Secondary winding resistance rT2 29.9 mΩ
Magnetizing inductance ESR rL 170 mΩ
Length of air gap 0.5 mm 0.5 mm
in Table 2.1. The circuits of the single-switch flyback converters with and without a
resistor-capacitor-diode (RCD) snubber are shown in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, respectively.
The design specifications of the single-switch flyback converter for CCM is given in
Table 2.2. Saber models of power MOSFETs IRF510 and power diodes MBR10100
were used for simulation. The predicted theoretical waveforms of Fig. 2.3 were in
excellent agreement with the simulation waveforms shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Table 2.2: List of Components and their Specifications for Single-
Switch Flyback Converter for CCM
Parameter Value Component
Power MOSFET maximum voltage stress 348 V IRF840 - 500 V
Power MOSFET maximum current stress 1.99 A IRF840 - 8 A
Power MOSFET drain-to-source on-resistance rDS IRF840 - 0.85 Ω
Power MOSFET drain-to-source capacitance CO IRF840 - 120 pF
Rectifier diode maximum voltage stress 30 V MBR10100 - 100 V
Rectifier diode maximum current stress 5.97 A MBR10100 - 10 A
Rectifier diode forward voltage VF3 MBR10100 - 0.65 V
Rectifier diode forward resistance RF3 MBR10100 - 20 mΩ
Flyback transformer core - Magnetics Pot Core
Transformer core number - 0P-43622
Primary winding magnetizing inductance 650 µH 641 µH
Secondary winding magnetizing inductance 75.2 µH 71.2 µH
Number of primary winding turns 36 36
Number of secondary winding turns 12.24 12
Primary-to-secondary turns ratio 2.94 3
Primary winding leakage inductance Llp 14.4 µH
Secondary winding leakage inductance LlS 2.98 µH
Total leakage inductance (primary) Ll 14.73 µH
Primary winding resistance rT1 98 mΩ
Secondary winding resistance rT2 29.9 mΩ
Magnetizing inductance ESR rL 170 mΩ
Length of air gap 0.5 mm 0.5 mm
The theoretical voltage and current waveforms of the two-switch flyback converter
shown in Fig. 2.3 are experimentally verified. The experimental voltage and current
waveforms of the two-switch flyback converter at full load and maximum and mini-
mum input voltages of 60 V and 40 V are presented in Figs. 2.7 - 2.10. The maximum
voltage across the power MOSFET switches is clamped at 60 V for VI = 60 V and at
40 V for VI = 40 V as shown in Figs. 2.7 and 2.9, respectively. The switch currents
are shown in Figs. 2.7 and 2.9, and the clamping diode currents along with the output
rectifier diode current are shown in Figs. 2.8 and 2.10 for VI equal to 60 V and 40 V,
respectively. The clamping diodes D1 and D2 turn off at zero current. Figs. 2.11 - 2.14
show the experimental and theoretical, current and voltage waveforms of the switch
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Figure 2.6: Simulation results. Voltage and current waveforms of the hard-switching
two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter for CCM.
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Figure 2.7: Experimental results of the two-switch switch flyback converter at VI = 60
V and PO = 30 W. Top trace: switch current waveforms iS1, iS2 (2 A/div.); Bottom
trace: switch drain-to-source voltage waveforms vDS1, vDS2 (50 V/div.). Horizontal
scale: 5 µs/div.
Figure 2.8: Experimental results of the two-switch flyback converter at VI = 60 V
and PO = 30 W. Top trace: clamping diode current waveforms iD1, iD2 (2 A/div.);
Bottom trace: rectifier diode current waveform iD3 (10 A/div.). Horizontal scale: 5
µs/div.
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Figure 2.9: Experimental results of the two-switch flyback converter at VI = 40 V
and PO = 30 W. Top trace: switch current waveforms iS1, iS2 (5 A/div.); Bottom
trace: switch drain-to-source voltage waveforms vDS1, vDS2 (50 V/div.). Horizontal
scale: 5 µs/div.
Figure 2.10: Experimental results of the two-switch flyback converter at VI = 40 V
and PO = 30 W. Top trace: clamping diode current waveforms iD1, iD2 (5 A/div.);
Bottom trace: rectifier diode current waveform iD3 (20 A/div.). Horizontal scale: 5
µs/div.
in the single-switch flyback converter without and with an RCD clamp circuit. From
the experimental voltage waveform of the switch shown in Fig. 2.11, it can be seen
that the voltage stress of the switch is unpredictable due to the resonance caused by
the transformer leakage inductance and the switch output capacitance. The voltage
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Figure 2.11: Experimental results of the single-switch flyback converter without an
RCD clamp at VI = 60 V and PO = 30 W. Top trace: switch current waveforms
iDS (2 A/div.); Bottom trace: switch drain-to-source voltage waveforms vDS (100
V/div.). Horizontal scale: 5 µs/div.
Figure 2.12: Key theoretical waveforms of the single-switch flyback converter without
an RCD clamp for CCM.
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Figure 2.13: Experimental results of the single-switch flyback converter with an RCD
clamp at VI = 60 V and PO = 30 W. Top trace: switch current waveforms iDS (2
A/div.); Bottom trace: switch drain-to-source voltage waveforms vDS (100 V/div.).
Horizontal scale: 5 µs/div.
Figure 2.14: Key theoretical waveforms of the single-switch switch flyback converter
with an RCD clamp for CCM.
across the switch in the single-switch flyback converter with an RCD passive clamp
is clamped to 2VI = 120 V as shown in Fig. 2.13 and is in excellent agreement with
the theoretical waveforms shown in Fig. 2.14. However, the additional loss in the
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Table 2.3: Comparison of Power Losses of the Two-Switch and the
Single-Switch Flyback Converters for CCM
PO = 30 W PO = 10 W
Parameter Loss (W) Loss (W)
Two-Switch Flyback Converter
MOSFET conduction loss 2PrDS 1.6066 0.1758
MOSFET switching loss 2PSW 0.0216 0.0216
Rectifier diode loss PD3 2.27 0.6864
Clamping diode loss 2PD1D2 0.8975 0.1522
Primary winding resistance loss PrT1 0.1458 0.0162
Secondary winding resistance loss PrT2 0.4894 0.0538
Magnetizing inductance ESR loss PrL 0.562 0.0624
Total power loss PLS 5.99 1.168
Converter efficiency η 83.35% 89.95%
Single-Switch Flyback Converter
MOSFET conduction loss PrDS 1.264 0.1405
MOSFET switching loss PSW 3.63 0.751
Rectifier diode loss PD3 2.27 0.6864
Clamping diode loss - -
Primary winding resistance loss PrT1 0.1458 0.0313
Secondary winding resistance loss PrT2 0.4894 0.0538
Magnetizing inductance ESR loss PrL 0.562 0.0624
Total power loss PLS 8.36 1.725
Converter efficiency η 78.2% 85.28%
Single-Switch Flyback Converter with an RCD Clamp
MOSFET conduction loss PrDS 1.264 0.1405
MOSFET switching loss PSW 0.1107 0.0625
Rectifier diode loss PD3 2.27 0.6864
Clamping diode loss - -
Primary winding resistance loss PrT1 0.1458 0.0313
Secondary winding resistance loss PrT2 0.4894 0.0538
Magnetizing inductance ESR loss PrL 0.562 0.0624
RCD clamp circuit loss PRCD 4.707 1.451
Total power loss PLS 9.54 2.487
Converter efficiency η 75.87% 80.08%
clamping circuit reduces the efficiency of the single-switch flyback converter with an
RCD clamp. The flyback transformer parameters listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 are
measured using Hewlett Packard 4275A Multi-Frequency LCR meter. Table 2.3 gives
the comparison of losses of the two-switch and the single-switch flyback converters
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Figure 2.15: Theoretical and experimental efficiencies of the two-switch and the single-
switch flyback converters plotted as a function of converter output power for CCM
operation.
for full load and light load conditions. From Table 2.2, it is clearly seen that the
maximum voltage stress of the power MOSFET in the single-switch flyback converter
is predicted to be 348 V. A MOSFET with higher voltage rating (IRF840, 500 V,
0.85 Ω), is used in the single-switch flyback converter as against a MOSFET with
lower voltage rating (IRF510, 100 V, 0.54 Ω), which is safely used in the two-switch
topology.
Fig. 2.15 compares the efficiencies of the two-switch flyback converter and the
single-switch flyback converter (with and without an RCD clamp) versus output
power. A plot of theoretical efficiency predicted using the equations (2.40) - (2.52) is
shown in Fig. 2.15 and is fairly in good agreement with the measured efficiency of the
two-switch flyback converter circuit. The total on-resistance of two power MOSFETs
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used in the two-switch topology is slightly larger than that of the on-resistance of
the single MOSFET used in the single-switch version, due to which the conduction
losses in the two-switch flyback converter is only about 1.25 times than that of the
single-switch flyback converter. From Table 2.3, it can be clearly seen that the overall
losses in the two-switch flyback converter is lesser than that of the single-switch fly-
back converter largely due to the reduced switching losses in the two-switch flyback
converter.
2.7 Steady-State Analysis of Two-Switch Flyback Converter
for DCM
2.7.1 Assumptions
The steady-state analysis of the two-switch flyback PWM converter of Fig. 2.1 is
based on the following assumptions:
1. The power MOSFETs are ideal switches except for their output capacitances.
2. The diodes are ideal switches.
3. The diode capacitances and lead inductances are zero.
4. Passive components are linear, time-invariant, and frequency-independent.
5. The converter is operating in steady-state.
6. The switching period Ts = 1/fs is much smaller than the time constants of
reactive components.
2.7.2 Principle of Circuit Operation for DCM
The principle of operation of each stage is explained with the aid of equivalent circuits
shown in Fig. 2.16 and the voltage and current waveforms of the converter shown in
Fig. 2.17.
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Figure 2.16: Equivalent circuits of the two-switch flyback converter for DCM at
different stages of a switching cycle. (a) Stage I (t0 < t ≤ t1). (b) Stage II (t1 < t ≤
t2). (c) Stage III (t2 < t ≤ t3). (d) Stage IV (t3 < t ≤ t4). (e) Stage V (t4 < t ≤ t5).
(f) Stage VI (t5 < t ≤ t6).
Stage 1 (t0 < t ≤ t1): At time t = t0, both the switches S1 and S2 are turned on by
a gate driver. An equivalent circuit for this stage is shown in Fig. 2.16(a). Since the
clamping diode voltages vD1 = vD2 = −VI , the diodes D1 and D2 are reverse biased
and hence their currents iD1 and iD2 are zero. Assuming Ll << Lm, the voltage across
the magnetizing inductance is approximately VI , from which the voltage across the
rectifier diode is
vD3 ≈ −
(
VI
n
+ VO
)
. (2.53)
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Figure 2.17: Voltage and current waveforms of the two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC
converter for DCM.
From (2.53), it follows that the diode D3 is reverse-biased and hence the rectifier
diode current iD3 is zero. The switches S1 and S2 turn on softly as the leakage
inductance Ll limits the rate of rise of current. The current through the switches,
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leakage inductance, and the magnetizing inductance is
iS1 = iS2 = iLl = iLm =
VI
Lm + Ll
(t− t0) + iLm(t0), (2.54)
where iLm(t0) = 0. The peak current of the magnetizing inductance is
iLm(t1) =
VIDT
Lm + Ll
=
VID
fs(Lm + Ll)
(2.55)
The current through the magnetizing inductance, leakage inductance, and the switches
rises linearly with a slope of VI/(Lm +Ll). The peak-to-peak value of the ripple cur-
rent through the magnetizing inductance is ∆iLm = iLm(t1). The voltages across the
switches vS1 and vS2 are zero. This stage ends at time t = t1, when both the switches
are turned off by the gate driver.
Stage 2 (t1 < t ≤ t2): During this stage, the switches S1, S2 and all the diodes
D1, D2, D3 are off. An equivalent circuit for this stage is shown in Fig. 2.16(b).
The magnetizing current (equal to the leakage current) charges the switch output
capacitors CO1 and CO2 in a resonant manner. The current through CO1, CO2, the
leakage inductance, and the magnetizing inductance is
iCO1 = iCO2 = iLl = iLm =
VI
Z1
sinω1(t− t1) + ∆iLm cosω1(t− t1), (2.56)
where
Z1 =
√
(Lm + Ll)(CO1 + CO2)
CO1CO2
(2.57)
and
ω1 =
√
CO1 + CO2
CO1CO2(Lm + Ll)
. (2.58)
Assuming CO1 = CO2 = CO, the switch voltages are
vS1 = vS2 = vCO1 = vCO2 =
∆iLmZ1
2
sinω1(t− t1)−
VI
2
cosω1(t− t1). (2.59)
This stage ends at time t = t2, when the voltage across each switch equals VI , thus
turning on the clamping diodes D1 and D2.
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Stage 3 (t2 < t ≤ t3): During this stage, the switches S1, S2 are off, the diodes
D1, D2, are on, and D3 is off. An equivalent circuit for this stage is depicted in
Fig. 2.16(c). The voltage across each switch is clamped to VI + VF , where VF is the
forward voltage of the clamping diode. The current through the magnetizing and
leakage inductances charges the input voltage source VI via clamping diodes D1 and
D2 given by
iLl = iLm = −
VI
Lm + Ll
(t− t2)− iLm(t2), (2.60)
where iLm(t2) is the initial current of the magnetizing inductance at time t2. This
mode is referred to as regenerative clamping mode. This stage ends at time t = t3,
when the voltage across the magnetizing inductance equals −nVO thereby forward
biasing the rectifier diode D3.
Stage 4 (t3 < t ≤ t4): During this stage, the switches S1, S2 are off and all
the diodes D1, D2, D3 are on. An equivalent circuit for this stage is depicted in
Fig. 2.16(d). The primary winding is clamped to the reflected output voltage of
−nVO. The resonant current through the leakage inductance Ll and the switch output
capacitances CO1 and CO2 is
iLl = iCO1 = iCO2 = iLl(t3) cosω2(t− t3), (2.61)
where iLl(t3) is the initial current of the leakage inductance at time instant t3. The
voltage across the leakage inductance is
vLl = −iLl(t3)Z2 sinω2(t− t3), (2.62)
where
Z2 =
√
Ll(CO1 + CO2)
CO1CO2
(2.63)
and
ω2 =
√
CO1 + CO2
LlCO1CO2
. (2.64)
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The voltages across the switches are
vS1 = vS2 = vCO1 = vCO2 = VI − iLl(t3)Z2 sinω2(t− t3). (2.65)
This stage ends at time t = t4, when the leakage inductance current iLl drops to
zero and the rectifier diode current iD3 equals the reflected magnetizing inductance
current niLm, thereby turning off the clamping diodes D1 and D2.
Stage 5 (t4 < t ≤ t5): During this stage, the switches S1, S2, the clamping diodes
D1, D2 are off, and the rectifier diode D3 is on. An equivalent circuit for this stage
is depicted in Fig. 2.16(e). The voltage across the magnetizing inductance is −nVO.
The current through the magnetizing inductance is
iLm = −
nVO
Lm
(t− t4) + iLm(t4), (2.66)
where iLm(t4) is the initial current of the magnetizing inductance at t = t4. The
rectifier diode current is
iD3 = −
n2VO
Lm
(t− t4) + niLm(t4). (2.67)
Assuming that the switches S1 and S2 are identical, the voltages across the switches
are
vS1 = vS2 =
VI + nVO
2
. (2.68)
Assuming that the clamping diodes D1 and D2 are identical, the voltages across the
clamping diodes are
vD1 = vD2 =
nVO − VI
2
. (2.69)
The current through the switches iS1, iS2, the current through the clamping diodes
iD1, iD2, and the leakage inductance current iLl are zero. This stage ends at time
t = t5, when the rectifier diode current iD3 reaches zero.
Stage 6 (t5 < t ≤ t6): During this stage, the switches S1 and S2 are off and all
the diodes D1, D2 and D3 are off. An equivalent circuit for this stage is shown in
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Fig. 2.16(f). The resonant current through the magnetizing and leakage inductances
discharge the switch output capacitances CO1 and CO2. The resonant current through
CO1, CO2, the leakage inductance, and the magnetizing inductance is
iCO1 = iCO2 = iLl = iLm = −
nVO
2Z3
sinω3(t− t5), (2.70)
where
Z3 =
√
(Lm + Ll)(CO1 + CO2)
CO1CO2
(2.71)
and
ω3 =
√
CO1 + CO2
CO1CO2(Lm + Ll)
. (2.72)
Assuming CO1 = CO2 = CO, the switch voltages are
vS1 = vS2 = vCO1 = vCO2 =
VI
2
+
nVO
2
cosω3(t− t5). (2.73)
From (2.73), it can be seen that the voltages across the switches can reach a minimum
of (VI − nVO)/2 at t = t6, where
t6 = t5 +
π
ω3
. (2.74)
The switch capacitive turn-on loss is given as
PSWon =
1
2
fsCOV
2
CO, (2.75)
where VCO = vCO1(t6) = vCO2(t6). The range of VCO is
VI − nVO
2
≤ VCO ≤
VI + nVO
2
. (2.76)
In Fig. 2.17, the time duration of Stages 2 and 6 are exaggerated for better under-
standing of the converter operation.
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2.8 Design of Two-Switch Flyback Converter for DCM
2.8.1 DC Voltage Transfer Function
Referring to the voltage waveform of the magnetizing inductance in Fig. 2.17 and
applying volt-second balance, we have
VI∆t1 = VI(∆t2 + ∆t3 + ∆t4) + nVO(∆t5 + ∆t6), (2.77)
from which the DC voltage transfer function of the converter is
MV DC ≡
VO
VI
=
∆t1 − (∆t2 + ∆t3 + ∆t4)
n(∆t5 + ∆t6)
. (2.78)
Assuming that the time duration of Stages 2, 3, 4, and 6 are very small in comparison
with those of Stages 1 and 5, MV DC can be approximated to
MV DC ≡
VO
VI
≈ ∆t1
n∆t5
=
D
nD1
, (2.79)
where D1 is the ratio of (∆t2 + ∆t3 + ∆t4 + ∆t5)/T ≈ ∆t5/T . In order to find D1,
consider the DC output current IO given by
IO =
1
T
∫ T
0
iD3 dt =
1
T
∫ (D+D1)T
DT
iD3 dt =
nD1∆iLm
2
=
nDD1VI
2fs(Lm + Ll)
=
VO
RL
, (2.80)
resulting in
MV DC =
VO
VI
=
nDD1RL
2fs(Lm + Ll)
. (2.81)
Equating the right hand sides of (2.79) and (2.81), we have
D1 =
√
2fs(Lm + Ll)IO
n2VO
. (2.82)
Substituting (2.82) into (2.79) yields
MV DC ≈ D
√
RL
2fs(Lm + Ll)
. (2.83)
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2.8.2 Device Stresses
The selection of components is based on the maximum values of the voltage and
current stresses of the switches and the diodes. During the third stage, the maximum
off-state voltage appearing across S1 and S2 is
VSM1(max) = VSM2(max) = VI(max). (2.84)
During the fifth stage, the maximum off-state voltage appearing across S1 and S2 is
VSM1(max) = VSM2(max) =
VI(max) + nVO
2
(2.85)
During the first stage, the maximum value of the current through the switches is
ISM1(max) = ISM2(max) = ∆iLm =
DVI
fs(Lm + Ll)
=
DVO
fs(Lm + Ll)MV DC
=
√
2PO(max)
fs(Lm + Ll)
,
(2.86)
where PO(max) is the maximum DC output power. During the first stage, the maxi-
mum value of the diode reverse voltage is
VDM3(max) =
VI
n
+ VO. (2.87)
At the end of the fourth stage, the maximum value of the current through the rectifier
diode is approximately
IDM3(max) ≈ n∆iLm =
√
2PO(max)
fs(Lm + Ll)
. (2.88)
During the first and the second stage, the maximum values of the clamping diode
reverse voltage are
VDM1(max) = VDM2(max) = VI(max). (2.89)
During the third stage, the maximum values of the current through the clamping
diodes are
IDM1(max) = IDM2(max) = ∆iLm =
√
2PO(max)
fs(Lm + Ll)
. (2.90)
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Figure 2.18: Plot of DC voltage transfer function of the two-switch flyback converter
at the boundary between CCM and DCM versus duty ratio DB for different values
of transformer primary-to-secondary turns ratio n for η = 0.9.
2.8.3 Design Procedure for DCM
The DC voltage transfer function of the two-switch flyback converter at the boundary
between CCM and DCM is given by
MV DC =
VO
VI
=
ηDB
n(1−DB)
, (2.91)
from which, the transformer turns ratio is given by
n =
ηDBmax
MV DC(1−DBmax)
, (2.92)
whereDB is the duty cycle at the boundary between CCM and DCM andMV DC(max) =
VO/VI(min). In (2.92), the maximum value of the duty cycle DBmax is taken as 0.5.
Fig. 2.18 shows a plot of DC voltage transfer function MV DC versus duty ratio DB for
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various values of transformer turns ratio n. In (2.91), MV DC is calculated considering
the desired converter efficiency η to be 90%. The peak voltage and current stresses
of the devices on either side of the flyback transformer are influenced by n. In DCM
operation at the boundary, the current and voltage stresses are minimal when n is
such that D is 0.5. Hence, the value of n is calculated at DBmax = 0.5. From Fig. 2.18,
it can be seen that n ≈ 2.6 for MV DC = 0.33, DB = 0.5, and η = 0.9.
Since the current waveforms of the switches in the two-switch flyback converter are
similar to the switch current of the single-switch flyback converter, the usual method
to determine the value of the magnetizing inductance for DCM operation can be used.
The maximum value of the magnetizing inductance for DCM operation is given by
Lm(max) =
n2VO(1−DBmax)2
2fsIOmax
. (2.93)
Using (2.84) - (2.90), the power MOSFETs and the diodes are selected. Selection of
the output filter capacitor is based on the output voltage ripple specification.
C =
DmaxVO
fsRLminVcpp
, (2.94)
where Vcpp is the peak-to-peak value of the ac component of the voltage across the
capacitance, which is approximately
Vcpp ≈ Vr − Vrcpp. (2.95)
In (2.95), Vr is the peak-to-peak value of the output ripple voltage (usually expressed
as a percentage of DC output voltage VO) and Vrcpp = rCICpp is the peak-to-peak
value of the voltage across the equivalent series resistance (ESR) rC of the capacitor.
The designed capacitor must be able to withstand the rms capacitor current given by
ICrms ≈ ID3rms − IO = n∆iLm
√
D1
3
− IO. (2.96)
The peak-to-peak value of the capacitor current is
ICpp ≈ ID3 = n∆iLm =
nVOD1
fs(Lm + Ll)
. (2.97)
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2.9 Power Loss and Efficiency of Two-Switch Flyback Con-
verter for DCM
Equations for the power losses in the two-switch flyback converter for DCM are ob-
tained by assuming that the time duration of Stages 2, 4, and 6 are very small. Using
(2.54) and (2.86), the rms value of the current through the switches is
IS1,S2(rms) =
√
1
Ts
∫ t1
t0
iS1,S2 dt = ∆iLm
√
D
3
. (2.98)
Assuming that the on-resistances of the switches rDS1 = rDS2 = rDS, the total con-
duction loss in 2rDS and primary winding resistance rT1 is
PST1 = (2rDS + rT1)I
2
S1,S2(rms) =
(2rDS + rT1)D
3
∆i2Lm. (2.99)
Assuming that the output capacitances of the switches CO1 = CO2 = CO and using
(2.84), the switch capacitive turn-off loss is given by
PSWoff =
1
2
fs(2CO)V
2
SM = fsCOV
2
I . (2.100)
The switch capacitive turn-on loss is given in (2.75). Using (2.67) and (2.88), the rms
value of the current through the rectifier diode is
ID3(rms) =
√
1
Ts
∫ t5
t3
iD3 dt = n∆iLm
√
D1
3
. (2.101)
The total conduction loss in the rectifier diode forward resistance RF3 and the sec-
ondary winding resistance rT2 is
PDT2 = (RF3 + rT2)I
2
D3(rms) =
(RF3 + rT2)D1n
2
3
∆i2Lm. (2.102)
The average value of the rectifier diode current ID3 = IO, from which, the rectifier
diode loss associated with the forward voltage of the rectifier diode VF3 is
PV F3 = VF3ID3 = VF3IO. (2.103)
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Using (2.60) and (2.90), the rms value of the current through the clamping diodes is
ID1,D2(rms) =
√
1
Ts
∫ t3
t2
iD1,D2 dt = ∆iLm
√
∆t3
Ts
. (2.104)
Assuming that the forward resistances of the clamping diodes RF1 = RF2 = RF and
∆t3 = 10%Ts, the total conduction loss in 2RF is
PRF = 2RF I
2
D1,D2(rms) ≈ 0.2RF∆i2Lm. (2.105)
The average value of the clamping diode current is
ID1 = ID2 = ID =
1
Ts
∫ t3
t2
iD dt =
IO
n(1−D)
(
∆t3
Ts
)
. (2.106)
Assuming that the forward voltage of the clamping diodes VF1 = VF2 = VF and
∆t3 = 10%Ts, the total loss associated with the forward voltages of two clamping
diodes together is
PV F = 2VF ID =
2VF IO
n(1−D)
(
∆t3
Ts
)
≈ 0.2VF IO
n(1−D)
. (2.107)
Using (2.54), (2.66), and (2.86), the rms value of the current through the magnetizing
inductance is approximately
IL(rms) =
√
1
Ts
∫ t5
t0
iLm dt = ∆iLm
√
D +D1
3
. (2.108)
The power loss in the equivalent series resistance (ESR) rL of the magnetizing induc-
tance is
PrL = rLI
2
Lm(rms) =
rL(D +D1)
3
∆i2Lm. (2.109)
The total power loss in the two-switch flyback converter for DCM is
PLS = PST1 + PSWon + PSWoff + PDT2 + PV F3 + PRF + PV F + PrL. (2.110)
The efficiency of the two-switch flyback converter for DCM is
η ≡ PO
PI
=
PO
PO + PLS
=
1
1 + PLS
PO
. (2.111)
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Table 2.4: List of Components and their Specifications for Two-Switch
Flyback Converter for DCM
Parameter Value Component
Power MOSFET maximum voltage stress 60 V IRF510 - 100 V
Power MOSFET maximum current stress 2.65 A IRF510 - 5 A
Power MOSFET drain-to-source on-resistance rDS IRF510 - 0.54 Ω
Power MOSFET drain-to-source capacitance CO IRF510 - 60 pF
Rectifier diode maximum voltage stress 44 V MBR10100 - 100 V
Rectifier diode maximum current stress 6.81 A MBR10100 - 10 A
Rectifier diode forward voltage VF3 MBR10100 - 0.65 V
Rectifier diode forward resistance RF3 MBR10100 - 20 mΩ
Clamping diode maximum voltage stress 60 V MBR10100 - 100 V
Clamping diode maximum current stress 2.65 A MBR10100 - 10 A
Clamping diode forward voltage VF3 MBR10100 - 0.65 V
Clamping diode forward resistance RF3 MBR10100 - 20 mΩ
Flyback transformer core - Magnetics Pot Core
Transformer core number - 0P-42616
Primary winding magnetizing inductance 110 µH 100 µH
Secondary winding magnetizing inductance 18.25 µH 15 µH
Number of primary winding turns 17 18
Number of secondary winding turns 7 7
Primary-to-secondary turns ratio 2.45 2.57
Primary winding leakage inductance Llp 1.81 µH
Secondary winding leakage inductance LlS 2.37 µH
Total leakage inductance (primary) Ll 2.16 µH
Primary winding resistance rT1 28 mΩ
Secondary winding resistance rT2 10.8 mΩ
Magnetizing inductance ESR rL 73 mΩ
Length of air gap 0.326 mm 0.35 mm
2.10 Simulation and Experimental Results of Two-Switch
Flyback Converter for DCM
The hard-switching two-switch flyback converter for DCM is designed for the following
specifications:
• Maximum input voltage: VImax = 60 V
• Output voltage: VO = 20 V
• Maximum output power: POmax = 30 W
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Table 2.5: List of Components and their Specifications for Single-
Switch Flyback Converter for DCM
Parameter Value Component
Power MOSFET maximum voltage stress 465 V IRF840 - 500 V
Power MOSFET maximum current stress 2.65 A IRF840 - 8 A
Power MOSFET drain-to-source on-resistance rDS IRF840 - 0.85 Ω
Power MOSFET drain-to-source capacitance CO IRF840 - 120 pF
Rectifier diode maximum voltage stress 44 V MBR10100 - 100 V
Rectifier diode maximum current stress 6.81 A MBR10100 - 10 A
Rectifier diode forward voltage VF3 MBR10100 - 0.65 V
Rectifier diode forward resistance RF3 MBR10100 - 20 mΩ
Flyback transformer core - Magnetics Pot Core
Transformer core number - 0P-42616
Primary winding magnetizing inductance 110 µH 100 µH
Secondary winding magnetizing inductance 18.25 µH 15 µH
Number of primary winding turns 17 18
Number of secondary winding turns 7 7
Primary-to-secondary turns ratio 2.45 2.57
Primary winding leakage inductance Llp 1.81 µH
Secondary winding leakage inductance LlS 2.37 µH
Total leakage inductance (primary) Ll 2.16 µH
Primary winding resistance rT1 28 mΩ
Secondary winding resistance rT2 10.8 mΩ
Magnetizing inductance ESR rL 73 mΩ
Length of air gap 0.326 mm 0.35 mm
• Switching frequency: fs = 100 kHz
• Output voltage ripple: Vr/VO ≤ 5%
The two-switch flyback converter for DCM is designed using equations (2.84) -
(2.94). The components selected for the experiment and their specifications are given
in Table 2.4. The design specifications of the single-switch flyback converter for DCM
is given in Table 2.5. Saber models of power MOSFETs IRF510 and power diodes
MBR10100 were used for simulation. The predicted theoretical waveforms of Fig. 2.17
were in excellent agreement with the simulation waveforms shown in Fig. 2.19.
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Figure 2.19: Simulation results. Voltage and current waveforms of the hard-switching
two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter in DCM.
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Figure 2.20: Experimental circuit of the two-switch flyback converter for DCM.
Figure 2.21: Experimental results of the two-switch flyback converter for DCM at PO
= 30 W. Top trace: switch gate-to-source voltage waveforms vGS1, vGS2 (10 V/div.)
Bottom trace: switch drain-to-source voltage waveforms vDS1, vDS2 (50 V/div.). Hor-
izontal scale: 2 µs/div.
The complete schematic of the experimental setup of the two-switch flyback con-
verter is shown in Fig. 2.20. The theoretical voltage and current waveforms of the
converter shown in Fig. 2.17 are experimentally verified. The experimental voltage
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Figure 2.22: Experimental results of the two-switch flyback converter for DCM at
PO = 30 W. Top trace: switch current waveforms iS1, iS2 (1 A/div.); Bottom trace:
switch drain-to-source voltage waveforms vS1, vS2 (50 V/div.). Horizontal scale: 2
µs/div.
Figure 2.23: Experimental results of the two-switch flyback converter for DCM at
PO = 30 W. Top trace: clamping diode current waveforms iD1, iD2 (2 A/div.); Bottom
trace: rectifier diode current waveform iD3 (5 A/div.). Horizontal scale: 2 µs/div.
and current waveforms of the converter at full and light load are presented in Figs. 2.21
- 2.25. The maximum voltage across the power MOSFET switches is measured to be
62.5 V as shown in Figs. 2.21 and 2.24. The switch currents are shown in Figs. 2.22
and 2.24, and the clamping diode currents along with the output rectifier diode cur-
rent are shown in Figs. 2.23 and 2.25. The rectifier diode D3 for DCM operation
turns off at zero current. The clamping diodes D1 and D2 also turn off at zero cur-
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Figure 2.24: Experimental results of the two-switch flyback converter for DCM at
PO = 8 W. Top trace: switch current waveforms iS1, iS2 (2 A/div.); Bottom trace:
switch drain-to-source voltage waveforms vS1, vS2 (50 V/div.). Horizontal scale: 2
µs/div.
Figure 2.25: Experimental results of the two-switch flyback converter for DCM at
PO = 8 W. Top trace: clamping diode current waveforms iD1, iD2 (1 A/div.); Bottom
trace: rectifier diode current waveform iD3 (2 A/div.). Horizontal scale: 2 µs/div.
rent. Therefore, the reverse recovery effects in the diodes are considerably reduced.
During light loading conditions, the magnetizing inductor current reaches zero much
before the end of the switching period, leading to oscillations between the transistor
output capacitance and the transformer leakage inductance as seen in Fig. 2.24. The
frequency of the oscillations is given by (2.72). The flyback transformer parameters
listed in Table 2.4 are measured using Hewlett Packard 4275A Multi-Frequency LCR
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Figure 2.26: Experimental results of the single-switch flyback converter for DCM at
PO = 30 W. Top trace: switch current waveform iS (1 A/div.); Bottom trace: switch
drain-to-source voltage waveform vS (50 V/div.). Horizontal scale: 2 µs/div.
Table 2.6: Comparison of Power Losses of the Two-Switch and the
Single-Switch Flyback Converters for DCM
PO = 30 W PO = 10 W
Parameter Loss (W) Loss (W)
Two-Switch Flyback Converter
MOSFET conduction loss 2PrDS 1.1316 1.2078
MOSFET switching loss 2PSW 0.0217 0.0217
Rectifier diode loss PD3 1.1231 0.4144
Clamping diode loss 2PD1D2 0.138 0.046
Primary winding resistance loss PrT1 0.0293 0.0313
Secondary winding resistance loss PrT2 0.08 0.0483
Magnetizing inductance ESR loss PrL 0.1584 0.1311
Total power loss PLS 2.68 1.9
Converter efficiency η 91.79% 84.03%
Single-Switch Flyback Converter
MOSFET conduction loss PrDS 0.8906 0.9513
MOSFET switching loss PSW 1.3028 1.3473
Rectifier diode loss PD3 1.1231 0.4144
Clamping diode loss - -
Primary winding resistance loss PrT1 0.0293 0.0313
Secondary winding resistance loss PrT2 0.08 0.0483
Magnetizing inductance ESR loss PrL 0.1584 0.1311
Total power loss PLS 3.58 2.92
Converter efficiency η 89.33% 77.39%
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Figure 2.27: Theoretical and experimental efficiencies of the two-switch and the single-
switch flyback converters plotted as a function of converter output power for DCM
operation.
meter. Table 2.6 gives the comparison of losses of the two-switch and the single-
switch flyback converters for full load and light load conditions, respectively. From
Table 2.5, it is clearly seen that the maximum voltage stress of the power MOSFET in
the single-switch flyback converter is predicted to be 465 V. A MOSFET with higher
voltage rating (IRF840, 500 V, 0.85 Ω) is used in the single-switch flyback converter
as against a MOSFET with lower voltage rating (IRF510, 100 V, 0.54 Ω), which is
safely used in a two-switch topology.
Fig. 2.26 shows the current and voltage waveforms of the power MOSFET used
in a single-switch flyback converter for DCM operated at full load. The maximum
voltage measured was 125 V which is about 3.5 times lesser than the theoretically pre-
dicted value. This difference can be attributed to the effect of stray capacitances and
lead inductances in the circuit. Hence, it is difficult to predict the voltage oscillations
in the single-switch flyback converter, whereas, in the two-switch flyback converter,
the clamping of the switch overvoltage is clearly achieved. Fig. 2.27 compares the
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efficiencies of the two-switch flyback converter and the single-switch flyback converter
versus the output power for DCM operation. A plot of theoretical efficiency predicted
using the equations (2.99) - (2.111) is shown in Fig. 2.27 and is fairly in good agree-
ment with the measured efficiency of the two-switch flyback converter circuit. The
total on-resistance of two power MOSFETs used in the two-switch topology is slightly
larger than that of the on-resistance of the single MOSFET used in the single-switch
version due to which the conduction losses in the two-switch flyback converter is
about 1.25 times than that of the single-switch flyback converter. From Table 2.6, it
can be clearly seen that the overall losses in the two-switch flyback converter is lesser
than that of the single-switch flyback converter largely due to the reduced switching
losses in the two-switch flyback converter.
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3 Proposed Soft-Switching Two-Switch Flyback PWM
DC-DC Converter
3.1 Background
This chapter proposes a soft-switching two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter,
namely, zero-current transition (ZCT) two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter.
The auxiliary circuit (active clamp circuit) consisting of an active switch and a clamp
capacitor is connected on the secondary side of the transformer of the hard-switching
two-switch flyback converter, which results in a soft-switching ZCT two-switch fly-
back converter. The clamping diodes in the primary side of the classical two-switch
flyback topology clamp the peak voltage across each main switch to the DC input volt-
age. The auxiliary circuit on the secondary side provides zero-current (ZC) switching
condition for all the semiconductor devices in the converter. The circuit descrip-
tion, principle of circuit operation, steady-state analysis, and design procedure of the
proposed ZCT two-switch flyback converter are presented. Current and voltage wave-
forms of all the components of the converters are derived. Saber Sketch simulation
and experimental results are presented.
3.2 Proposed ZCT Two-Switch Flyback DC-DC Converter
3.2.1 Circuit Description
The circuit of the proposed ZCT two-switch flyback DC-DC converter is shown in
Fig. 3.1. The two main switches S1 and S2, secondary rectifier diode D3, and the
flyback transformer T form a part of the power circuit responsible for the power
transfer from the input source to the load. The clamping diodes D1 and D2 on the
primary side of the transformer are responsible for the main switch voltage clamping,
and the auxiliary circuit consisting of switch Sa and a capacitor Ca on the secondary
side of the transformer are responsible for ZCT operation. The output filter capacitor
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Figure 3.1: ZCT two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter.
and the load resistor are denoted by and CO and RL, respectively. The input DC
voltage and the output voltage are denoted by VI and VO, respectively. Both the
switches S1 and S2 are turned on or off at the same time by an external driver. The
auxiliary switch Sa is turned on for a brief period of time before the main switches
are turned off and is turned off along with the main switches. The switching period
Ts is given by 1/fs, where fs is the switching frequency. The ratio of on-time of main
switches ton to total period Ts is defined as the switch duty ratio D. The circuit
operation is mainly categorized into six stages. In Fig. 3.1, the transformer T is
modeled as an ideal transformer with its magnetizing inductance Lm referred to the
primary and the total leakage inductance Ll referred to the secondary.
3.2.2 Assumptions
The steady-state analysis of the ZCT two-switch flyback PWM converter of Fig. 3.1
is based on the following assumptions:
1. The power MOSFETs are ideal switches except for their output capacitances.
2. The diodes are ideal switches.
3. The diode capacitances and lead inductances are zero.
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4. The transformer leakage inductance Ll is far lesser than the transformer mag-
netizing inductance Lm.
5. The magnetizing inductance Lm is large enough to maintain a constant magne-
tizing inductance current ILm.
6. Passive components are linear, time-invariant, and frequency-independent.
7. The input and output DC voltages are constant and ripple-free.
8. The converter is operating in steady-state.
9. The switching period Ts = 1/fs is much smaller than the time constants of
reactive components.
10. Before the beginning of switching cycle (time t = t0), the voltage across the
auxiliary capacitor vCa = VO, the magnetizing inductor current is commutated
through the rectifier diode D3, and all other switches and diodes are off.
3.2.3 Circuit Operation and Steady-State Analysis
The principle of operation of each stage is explained with the aid of equivalent circuits
shown in Fig. 3.2 and the voltage and current waveforms of the ZCT two-switch
flyback converter shown in Fig. 3.3.
Stage 1 (t0 < t ≤ t1): At time t = t0, both the switches S1 and S2 are turned on by
an external driver. The leakage inductance Ll prevents the instantaneous transfer of
magnetizing current from transformer secondary to the primary. Hence, the rectifier
diode remains in on-state. An equivalent circuit for this stage is shown in Fig. 3.2(a).
The clamping diodes D1 and D2 are reverse biased and hence their currents iD1 and
iD2 are zero. Since vCa = VO, the body diode of Sa is off. The leakage inductance Ll
limits the rate of rise of current through the switches. The voltage across the leakage
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Figure 3.2: Equivalent circuits of the ZCT two-switch flyback converter at different
stages of a switching cycle. (a) Stage 1 (t0 < t ≤ t1). (b) Stage 2 (t1 < t ≤ t2). (c)
Stage 3 (t2 < t ≤ t3). (d) Stage 4 (t3 < t ≤ t4). (e) Stage 5 (t4 < t ≤ t5). (f) Stage 6
(t5 < t ≤ t6).
inductance is −(VI/n + VO). The current through the leakage inductance and the
rectifier diode D3 falls from nILm to zero given by
iLl = iD3 = nILm −
VI + nVO
nLl
(t− t0). (3.1)
This stage ends at time t = t1 when the current through the main switches iS1, iS2
reaches ILm and the rectifier diode D3 turns off with zero current. The duration of
this time interval is
∆t1 = t1 − t0 =
n2ILmLl
VI + nVO
. (3.2)
Stage 2 (t1 < t ≤ t2): During this stage the switches S1, S2 are on and all the
diodes D1, D2, D3, and the auxiliary switch Sa are off. An equivalent circuit for
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Figure 3.3: Voltage and current waveforms of the ZCT two-switch flyback PWM
DC-DC converter.
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this stage is shown in Fig. 3.2(b). The voltage across the magnetizing inductance is
VI . The magnetizing inductance is linearly charged by the input voltage source. The
switch current iS1, iS2 equals ILm. This stage ends at time t = t2, when the auxiliary
switch Sa is turned on by an external driver. The control signal to Sa must be applied
at DTs(3π/2ωo), where ωo is given in Stage 3.
Stage 3 (t2 < t ≤ t3): During this stage, the switches S1, S2, and Sa are on
and all the diodes D1, D2, and D3 are off. An equivalent circuit for this stage is
depicted in Fig. 3.2(c). The auxiliary switch Sa turns on softly. The transformer
leakage inductance Ll and the clamp capacitor Ca begin to resonate. The voltage
across Ca begins to decrease in a resonant manner. The resonant currents iLl, iS1,
iS2, and the resonant voltage vCa are given as
iLl = −
VI + nVO
nZo
sinωo(t− t2), (3.3)
iS1 = iS2 = ILm −
iLl
n
= ILm +
VI + nVO
n2Zo
sinωo(t− t2), (3.4)
vCa =
(
VI
n
+ VO
)
cosωo(t− t2)−
VI
n
, (3.5)
where the resonant frequency ωo is given by
ωo =
1√
LlCa
, (3.6)
and the characteristic impedance Zo is
Zo =
√
Ll
Ca
. (3.7)
When the currents iS1, iS2 reach ILm, the current through Ll reaches zero and the
voltage across Ca is −(2VI/n+ VO). The transformer leakage inductance Ll and the
clamp capacitor Ca continue to resonate with the exception that the leakage current
iLl reverses and flows through the body diode of switch Sa. The capacitor Ca begins
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to charge from −(2VI/n + VO). The resonant currents iLl, iS1, iS2, and the resonant
voltage vCa are given as
iLl =
VI + nVO
nZo
sinωo(t− t2), (3.8)
iS1 = iS2 = ILm −
iLl
n
= ILm −
VI + nVO
n2Zo
sinωo(t− t2), (3.9)
and
vCa = −
(
VI
n
+ VO
)
cosωo(t− t2)−
VI
n
. (3.10)
This stage ends at time t = t3 when the current through Ll reaches nILm thus forcing
the currents in the main switches to zero. Assuming that the time duration for which
iLl reverses and flows through the body diode of the switch Sa is π/2ωo, the condition
for the main switch currents iS1, iS2 to reach zero is established as
iLm ≤
VI + nVO
n2Zo
, (3.11)
and the capacitor voltage vCa is found as −VI/n.
Stage 4 (t3 < t ≤ t4): An equivalent circuit for this stage is depicted in Fig. 3.2(d).
The transformer leakage inductance Ll and the clamp capacitor Ca continue to res-
onate as in Stage 3 with the exception that the main switch currents iS1, iS2 reverses
and flows through the body diodes of switches S1 and S2, respectively. Since the body
diodes of all the switches are conducting, this interval is the best time to turn off the
main switches S1, S2 and the auxiliary switch Sa to achieve zero current condition.
The resonant currents iLl, iS1, iS2, and the resonant voltage vCa are given as
iLl = nILm +
VI + nVO
nZo
sinωo(t− t3), (3.12)
iS1 = iS2 = ILm −
iLl
n
= −VI + nVO
n2Zo
sinωo(t− t3), (3.13)
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and
vCa = −
(
VI
n
+ VO
)
cosωo(t− t3)−
VI
n
. (3.14)
This stage ends at time t = t4 when the body diodes of S1 and S2 are naturally turned
off.
Stage 5 (t4 < t ≤ t5): During this stage, the switches S1, S2, Sa and the rectifier
diode D3 are off. An equivalent circuit for this stage is depicted in Fig. 3.2(e). The
resonance between Ll and Ca continue as in Stage 4 with the exception that leakage
current iLl commutates through the clamping diodes D1, and D2 due to which the
voltage across the main switches vS1 and vS2 is clamped to the input voltage VI . The
voltage across the clamp capacitor vCa continues to build towards VO. The resonant
currents iLl, iD1, iD2, and the resonant voltage vCa are given as
iLl = nILm −
VI + nVO
nZo
sinωo(t− t4), (3.15)
iD1 = iD2 = ILm −
iLl
n
=
VI + nVO
n2Zo
sinωo(t− t4), (3.16)
and
vCa = −
(
VI
n
+ VO
)
cosωo(t− t4)−
VI
n
. (3.17)
This stage ends at time t = t5 when the voltage across the clamp capacitor vCa reaches
VO turning off the body diode of Sa, the current through D1 and D2 reach zero, and
iLl equals ILm. The duration of this time interval is
∆t5 = t5 − t4 =
π
ωo
. (3.18)
Stage 6 (t5 < t ≤ t6): During this stage, the switches S1, S2, Sa and the diodes
D1, D2, are off. An equivalent circuit for this stage is depicted in Fig. 3.2(f). The
auxiliary circuit is completely removed thus forcing the commutation of magnetizing
inductance current ILm to the output via rectifier diode D3. The leakage inductance
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current iLl equals ILm. This stage ends at time t = t6, when both the main switches
S1 and S2 are turned on by an external driver completing one full switching cycle.
3.3 Design of ZCT Two-Switch Flyback Converter
3.3.1 DC Voltage Transfer Function
Referring to the voltage waveform of the magnetizing inductance in Fig. 3.3 and
applying volt-second balance, we have
VI(∆t1 + ∆t2 + ∆t3 + ∆t4) = nVO(∆t5 + ∆t6). (3.19)
Assuming that the time duration of Stages 1 and 4 are very small in comparison with
those of Stages 2, 3, 5, and 6, the DC voltage transfer function is approximately
MV DC ≡
VO
VI
=
(∆t1 + ∆t2 + ∆t3 + ∆t4)
n(∆t5 + ∆t6)
=
D
n(1−D)
. (3.20)
The DC current transfer function is given by
MIDC ≡
IO
II
=
n(1−D)
D
. (3.21)
3.3.2 Device Stresses
The selection of components is based on the maximum values of the voltage and
current stresses of the switches and the diodes. During Stage 5, the maximum off-
state voltage appearing across S1 and S2 is given by
VSM1(max) = VSM2(max) = VI(max). (3.22)
During Stage 3, the maximum value of the current through the main switches is
ISM1(max) = ISM2(max) ∼= ILm +
VI + nVO
n2ZO
=
DPO(max)
nVO(1−D)
+
VO
nDZO
, (3.23)
where ILm = II . During Stage 3, the maximum value of the diode reverse voltage is
VDM3(max) ∼=
2VI
n
+ 2VO =
2VO
D
. (3.24)
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However, at the beginning of Stage 2, the output capacitance of the auxiliary switch
Co(aux) and the leakage inductance Ll resonate due to which the rectifier diode peak
reverse voltage is approximately
VDM3(max) ∼=
VI
n
+ VO + IDM3(t1)Z =
VO
D
+ IDM3(t1)Z. (3.25)
where
Z =
√√√√ Ll
CO(aux)
. (3.26)
In practice, since iD3 is very small just before the rectifier diode turns off, IDM3(t1) can
be taken as 10% of IO. During Stage 6, the maximum value of the current through
the rectifier diode is
IDM3(max) ∼=
IO
1−D
=
PO(max)
VO(1−D)
. (3.27)
During Stages 1 through 4, the maximum values of the clamping diode reverse voltage
are
VDM1(max) = VDM2(max) = VI(max). (3.28)
During Stage 5, the maximum value of the current through the clamping diodes is
IDM1(max) = IDM2(max) ∼=
VI + nVO
n2Zo
=
VO
nDZO
. (3.29)
Using (3.25), the maximum off-state voltage appearing across Sa is given by
VSMa(max) ∼=
VI
n
+ VO + IDM3(t1)Z =
VO
D
+ IDM3(t1)Z. (3.30)
During Stage 3, the maximum value of the current through the auxiliary switch is
ISMa(max) ∼=
VI + nVO
nZo
=
VO
DZO
. (3.31)
3.3.3 Design Procedure
From the design specifications, find the maximum value of MV DC
MV DC(max) =
VO
VI(min)
. (3.32)
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Rearranging (3.32), the transformer turns ratio is given by
n =
Dmax
MV DC(max)(1−Dmax)
. (3.33)
Since the current waveform of the magnetizing inductance is similar to that of the
single-switch flyback converter, the usual method to determine the value of the mag-
netizing inductance can be used.
Lm(min) =
n2RLmax(1−Dmin)2
2fs
. (3.34)
Using (3.33) and (3.34), the flyback transformer can be designed and hence the value
of leakage inductance Ll can be obtained. In order to achieve ZC switching of the
main switches, the inequality (3.11) must be satisfied. Using (3.11) and (3.7), the
value of clamp capacitor can be estimated as
Ca ≥
n4LlI
2
Lm
(VI + nVO)2
=
D4LlP
2
O(max)
V 4O(1−D)2
. (3.35)
Using (3.24) or (3.25), the maximum voltage stress of the clamping capacitor can be
found. Selection of the output filter capacitor is based on the output voltage ripple
specifications.
C =
DmaxVO
fsRLminVcpp
, (3.36)
where Vcpp is the peak-to-peak value of the ac component of the voltage across the
capacitance, which is approximately
Vcpp ≈ Vr − Vrcpp. (3.37)
In (3.37), Vr is the peak-to-peak value of the output ripple voltage and Vrcpp is the
peak-to-peak value of the voltage across the equivalent series resistance (ESR) rC of
the capacitor.
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Figure 3.4: Experimental setup of the ZCT two-switch flyback converter.
Figure 3.5: Photograph of the experimental circuit of the ZCT two-switch flyback
converter.
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results. Voltage and current waveforms of the soft-switching
ZCT two-switch flyback PWM DC-DC converter.
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Figure 3.7: Experimental results. Top trace: main switch current waveforms iS1 and
iS2 (5 A/div.); Bottom trace: main switch drain-to-source voltage waveforms vS1 and
vS2 (100 V/div.). Horizontal scale: 2 µs/div.
Figure 3.8: Experimental results. Top trace: auxiliary switch current waveform iSa
(10 A/div.); Bottom trace: auxiliary switch drain-to-source voltage waveform vSa
(100 V/div.). Horizontal scale: 2 µs/div.
Figure 3.9: Experimental results. Top trace: rectifier diode current waveform iD3
(10 A/div.); Bottom trace: auxiliary capacitor voltage waveform vCa (100 V/div.).
Horizontal scale: 2 µs/div.
3.4 Simulation and Experimental Results of ZCT Two-Switch
Flyback Converter
The soft-switching ZCT two-switch flyback converter is designed for the following
specifications:
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Figure 3.10: Experimental results. Top trace: clamping diode current waveforms iD1
and iD2 (0.5 A/div.); Bottom trace: clamping diode voltage waveforms vD1 and vD2
(100 V/div.). Horizontal scale: 1 µs/div.
• Input voltage: VI = 45 ± 15 V
• Output voltage: VO = 10 V
• Maximum output power: POmax = 30 W
• Minimum output power: POmin = 3 W
• Switching frequency: fs = 100 kHz
• Output voltage ripple: Vr/VO ≤ 5%
The ZCT two-switch flyback converter is designed using equations (3.22) to (3.36).
The detailed circuit of the ZCT two-switch flyback converter used for the experiment
is shown in Fig. 3.4 and the photograph of the experimental circuit of the ZCT two-
switch flyback converter is shown in Fig. 3.5. Saber models of IRF510 and MBR10100
are used for simulation study. The theoretical voltage and current waveforms of the
converter shown in Fig. 3.3 are verified by Saber Sketch simulation results shown
in Fig. 3.6, and experimental results shown in Figs. 3.7 - 3.10 for VI = 60 V. From
Figs. 3.6 - 3.10, it can be clearly seen that the simulation and experimental results
are in excellent agreement with each other and also with the theoretical waveforms of
Fig. 3.3. The current and voltage waveforms of the main switches and the auxiliary
switch are presented in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8, respectively, from which, the soft turn-on and
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turn-off of the main switches and the auxiliary switch can be confirmed. The current
waveform of the rectifier diode, the voltage waveform of the auxiliary capacitor, and
the current and voltage waveforms of the clamping diodes are presented in Figs. 3.9
and 3.10, respectively. It should be noted that the rectifier diode and also the clamping
diodes are softly commutated. Therefore, the switching losses of the proposed ZCT
two-switch flyback converter are significantly reduced. The maximum voltage across
the power MOSFET switches is clamped to the DC input voltage of VI = 60 V. The
main drawback of this circuit is the higher voltage stress of the auxiliary switch and
the rectifier diode.
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4 Harmonic Winding Loss in High-Frequency Trans-
formers
4.1 Background
High-frequency transformers used in PWM converters conduct nonsinusoidal cur-
rents, which give rise to additional winding losses due to harmonics. This chapter
presents expressions for winding power losses in a two-winding transformer subject to
nonsinusoidal excitation operated in continuous conduction mode (CCM) and discon-
tinuous conduction mode (DCM). Dowell’s equation is used to determine the winding
resistances due to eddy currents as a function of frequency. Fourier series of the pri-
mary and secondary current waveforms in isolated DC-DC power converters and the
primary and secondary winding resistances are used to determine the primary and
secondary winding power losses at various harmonics, respectively. The harmonic
primary and secondary winding loss factors FRph and FRsh are introduced.
4.2 Dowell’s Equation
Consider a winding with multiple layers Nl as shown in Fig. 4.1. Each layer of the
winding consists of a single turn of a rectangular foil whose width, thickness, and
length are denoted by b, h, and l, respectively. The winding ac resistance for the
winding shown in Fig. 4.1 is given by Dowell’s equation [25] under the following
assumptions:
1. The winding consists of straight conductors parallel to each other and parallel
to the center post of the core.
2. The curvature, edge, and end effects of the conductors are neglected.
3. The core material has high permeability (µrc = ∞) and the winding layers fill
the entire width b of the bobbin due to which the alternating magnetic flux
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Figure 4.1: Multilayer winding made up of straight, parallel foil conductors.
density B(t) is parallel everywhere to the foil winding (z-direction).
4. The sinusoidal current flows through the winding conductor.
5. The end effects are neglected because h b and h l.
6. The capacitive effects are neglected.
Using a one-dimensional solution, the impedance Z of a multilayer foil rectangular
conductor winding of Nl layers is given by [25]
Z =
ρwf lwfγh
hbwf
[
coth (γh) +
2(N2l − 1)
3
tanh
(
γh
2
)]
= Rwdc(1 + j)
(
h
δw
){
coth
[
(1 + j)
(
h
δw
)]
+
2(N2l − 1)
3
tanh
[
(1 + j)
(
h
δw
)]}
= Rw + jωL, (4.1)
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where Rwdc is the DC winding resistance. The normalized winding impedance of a
multilayer foil conductor winding can be expressed as
Z
Rwdc
=
(
h
δw
) sinh
(
2h
δw
)
+ sin
(
2h
δw
)
cosh
(
2h
δw
)
− cos
(
2h
δw
) + j sinh
(
2h
δw
)
− sin
(
2h
δw
)
cosh
(
2h
δw
)
− cos
(
2h
δw
)

+
2(N2l − 1)
3
(
h
δw
) sinh
(
h
δw
)
− sin
(
h
δw
)
cosh
(
h
δw
)
+ cos
(
h
δw
) + j sinh
(
h
δw
)
+ sin
(
h
δw
)
cosh
(
h
δw
)
+ cos
(
h
δw
)
 . (4.2)
The winding ac resistance caused by both skin and proximity effects for a wide
foil winding with a single turn per layer is [25]
Rw = Re {Z} = RwdcA
{
sinh(2A) + sin(2A)
cosh(2A)− cos(2A)
+
[
2(N2l − 1)
3
]
sinh(A)− sin(A)
cosh(A) + cos(A)
}
= FRhRwdc, (4.3)
where the skin and proximity effect factor is the winding ac-to-dc resistance ratio
FR =
Rw
Rwdc
= FS +FP = A
{
sinh(2A) + sin(2A)
cosh(2A)− cos(2A)
+
[
2(N2l − 1)
3
]
sinh(A)− sin(A)
cosh(A) + cos(A)
}
.
(4.4)
In (4.4), the first term represents the winding ac resistance due to skin effect FS
and the second term the winding ac resistance due to proximity effect FP . The DC
winding resistance is
Rwdc =
ρwf lw
Aw
=
ρwf lw
hbwf
=
ρwf lTNl
hbwf
, (4.5)
where lT is the mean-turn length. The foil thickness normalized with respect to the
foil skin depth is
A =
h
δwf
= h
√√√√πµfs
ρwf
. (4.6)
The factor FR depends upon the ratio h/δwf and Nl. Fig. 4.2 shows the normalized
ac winding resistance FR versus d/δw at d/p = 0.8 and different number of layers Nl
for a round wire.
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Figure 4.2: Normalized ac winding resistance FR versus d/δw at d/p = 0.8 and
different number of layers Nl for a round wire.
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Figure 4.3: Transformations of a foil winding to rectangular, square, and round wire
windings. (a) Wide foil winding. (b) Narrow foil winding. (c) Rectangular winding
conductor. (d) Square winding conductor. (e) Round winding wire.
4.3 Transformation of Foil Conductor to Rectangular, Square,
and Round Conductors
Dowell’s equation for the winding with a single wide foil per layer given in previous
section can be extended to other winding conductor shapes, such as rectangular,
square, and round winding conductors. Fig. 4.3 shows the transformation of foil
winding into various shapes of winding conductors. The transformation is carried out
by appropriately adjusting the resistivity and a layer fill factor or by using a square-
to-round conversion. A porosity factor (i.e., a layer fill factor) can be introduced
when converting one sheet of a foil conductor into several equivalent conductors to
ensure that the dc resistance of the windings remains unchanged. A sheet of a foil
shown in Fig. 4.3(a) first replaced by a narrow sheet of a foil is depicted in Fig. 4.3(b).
Next the narrow sheet of foil is replaced by several rectangular conductors, as shown
in Fig. 4.3(c). Then the rectangular conductors are replaced with square conductors
depicted in Fig. 4.3(d). Finally, square conductors are replaced by round conductors
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depicted in Fig. 4.3(e).
The procedure for transforming a rectangular winding conductor is as follows.
Consider two foil windings with a single turn per layer. Both the foil windings have
the same length lw and thickness h. However, the widths and the resistivities of
the foils are different. The wider foil has a width (or the winding breadth) bwf and
resistivity ρwf . The narrower foil has a width bw < bwf and resistivity ρw < ρwf .
Consequently, the narrow conductor skin depth δw is lower than the wide conductor
skin depth δwf , i.e., δw < δwf . The resistivities are such that the dc resistances of
both windings remain the same. The DC resistance of the foil winding is given by
Rdcf =
ρwf lw
hbwf
(4.7)
and the dc resistance of the narrow foil winding is
Rdc =
ρwlw
hbw
. (4.8)
The skin depth of the foil winding is given by
δwf =
√
ρwf
πfsµ
(4.9)
and the skin depth of the narrow foil winding is
δw =
√
ρw
πfsµ
. (4.10)
The narrow foil is cut into rectangular conductors of width w and stretched so that
each layer has Ntl turns. The width of each conductor is
w =
bw
Ntl
(4.11)
and the distance between the centers of two adjacent conductors, called the winding
pitch, is defined by
p =
bwf
Ntl
. (4.12)
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As mentioned, the DC resistances of both the narrower and wider foils are the same
Rdc = Rdcf
ρwlw
hbw
=
ρwf lw
hbwf
, (4.13)
which gives the ratio of two resistivities
ρw
ρwf
=
bw
bwf
=
wNtl
pNtl
=
w
p
= ηp, (4.14)
where the layer porosity factor, spacing factor, or fill factor is defined as
ηp =
w
p
. (4.15)
Using (4.9), (4.10), and (4.14), the ratio of the skin depths is given by
δw
δwf
=
√
ρw
ρwf
=
√
w
p
=
√
ηp. (4.16)
For a rectangular winding conductor, A is given by
A = Ar =
h
δwf
=
h
δw
√
h
p
=
h
δw
√
ηp. (4.17)
For a square wire winding, w = h. Hence, (4.17) becomes
A = As =
h
δw
√
w
p
=
h
δw
√
h
p
=
h
δw
√
ηp. (4.18)
The cross-sectional area of the square wire is
Ss = h
2 (4.19)
and the cross-sectional area of the round wire is
So = π
(
d
2
)2
. (4.20)
Equating (4.19) and (4.20) leads to
h2 = π
(
d
2
)2
. (4.21)
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Yielding the relationship between h and the effective round wire diameter d
d =
2h√
π
≈ 1.128h (4.22)
from which the effective square conductor height is
h =
d
√
π
2
≈ 0.8662d. (4.23)
Note that if the square and round wire areas are the same, the DC resistances of both
the windings are the same. Substitution of (4.23) into (4.18) yields
A = Ao =
h
δw
√
h
p
=
(
π
4
) 3
4 d
3
2
δwp
1
2
=
(
π
4
) 3
4 d
δw
√
d
p
=
(
π
4
) 3
4 d
δw
√
ηp. (4.24)
4.4 General Expression for Winding Power Loss in High-
Frequency Transformer
In isolated PWM DC-DC converters, the transformer winding current iL contains a
DC component, a fundamental component, and many harmonics. If we know the DC
component and the amplitudes or rms values of the of the winding current along with
the winding DC and ac resistances due to skin and proximity effects at the frequencies
of harmonics nfs (where n is the harmonic number and fs is the converter switching
frequency), the winding power loss for each harmonic and the total winding power
loss can be determined. The transformer winding current waveform can be expanded
into a Fourier series
iL = IL +
∞∑
n=1
Imn cos (nωt+ φn)
= IL +
√
2
∞∑
n=1
In cos (nωt+ φn), (4.25)
where IL is the DC component of the winding current, Imn is the amplitude of the
nth harmonic, and In = Imn/
√
2 is the rms value of the nth harmonic of the winding
current.
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4.4.1 Transformer Harmonic Winding Power Loss
The total winding power loss due to the DC current and all harmonics of the winding
current is
Pw = RwdcI
2
L +
∞∑
n=1
RwnI
2
n
= RwdcI
2
L +Rw1I
2
1 +Rw2I
2
2 +Rw3I
2
3 + ........
= RwdcI
2
L
[
1 +
(
Rw1
Rwdc
)(
I1
IL
)2
+
(
Rw2
Rwdc
)(
I2
IL
)2
+
(
Rw3
Rwdc
)(
I3
IL
)2
+ .......
]
= RwdcI
2
L
[
1 +
∞∑
n=1
(
Rwn
Rwdc
)(
In
IL
)2]
= RwdcI
2
L
[
1 +
∞∑
n=1
FRn
(
In
IL
)2]
= FRhPwdc, (4.26)
where Rwdc is the winding DC resistance and Rw1, Rw2, Rw3, ....., Rwn are the winding
resistances at frequencies f1, f2, f3, ....., fn, respectively. The DC power loss in a
winding is Pwdc = RwdcI
2
L. The ac resistance factor at the fundamental frequency or
the nth harmonic is given by
FRn =
Rwn
Rwdc
= FS + FP
= A
√
n
{
sinh(2A
√
n) + sin(2A
√
n)
cosh(2A
√
n)− cos(2A
√
n)
+
[
2(N2l − 1)
3
]
sinh(A
√
n)− sin(A
√
n)
cosh(A
√
n) + cos(A
√
n)
}
,
(4.27)
where Nl is the number of layers of the winding and A is the winding conductor
thickness normalized to conductor skin depth at the fundamental frequency equal to
the switching frequency fs. The factor FRn takes into account both the skin and
proximity effects in the winding. The equation for FRn is obtained by Dowell’s one-
dimensional solution for multilayer foil windings given by (4.4) and is extended to
rectangular, square, and round conductors using (4.17), (4.18), (4.24), respectively.
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4.4.2 Harmonic Winding Power Loss Factor FRh
The harmonic winding power loss factor is defined as the total winding DC and ac
power loss (of all harmonics) normalized with respect to the winding DC power loss
given by
FRh =
Pw
Pwdc
= 1 +
∞∑
n=1
FRn
(
In
IL
)2
. (4.28)
The ratio of In to IL is waveform dependent which can be obtained using Fourier
analysis applied to a specific current waveform. The factor FRh also depends upon
the number of harmonics n, the normalized winding conductor thickness A, and the
number of layers of the winding Nl.
4.5 Transformer Winding Loss for Flyback DC-DC Converter
in CCM
In transformers used in isolated PWM DC-DC power converters in CCM, the current
waveforms of the primary and secondary windings are pulsating. Therefore, the
amplitudes of the harmonics are high, causing high losses. This situation is different
in nonisolated PWM converters in CCM because the current waveform of the inductor
is nearly constant and the amplitudes of harmonics are low.
4.5.1 Primary Winding Power Loss for CCM
Assume that the primary winding current for CCM is a rectangular wave with a duty
ratio D as shown in Fig. 4.4(a). The primary winding current is given by
ip =
{
Ipmax, for 0 < t ≤ DT
0, for DT < t ≤ T
}
. (4.29)
The Fourier series of the current waveform of the primary winding is
ip = Ipdc
[
1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
sin (nπD)
nπD
cos (nωst)
]
. (4.30)
The power loss in the primary winding for CCM is
Pwp = Pwpdc
1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
FRpn
[
sin (nπD)
nπD
]2 = PwpdcFRph, (4.31)
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Figure 4.4: Two-winding flyback transformer current waveforms for CCM. (a) Pri-
mary current ip. (b) Secondary current is.
where Pwpdc = RwpdcI
2
pdc and the normalized primary winding resistance at the fun-
damental frequency and harmonic frequencies are
FRpn =
Rwpn
Rwpdc
= FS + FP
= A
√
n
{
sinh(2A
√
n) + sin(2A
√
n)
cosh(2A
√
n)− cos(2A
√
n)
+
[
2(N2l − 1)
3
]
sinh(A
√
n)− sin(A
√
n)
cosh(A
√
n) + cos(A
√
n)
}
.
(4.32)
The primary winding ac power loss normalized with respect to the primary winding
DC power loss is
FRph =
Pwp
Pwpdc
= 1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
FRpn
[
sin (nπD)
nπD
]2
. (4.33)
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4.5.2 Secondary Winding Power Loss for CCM
Assume that the secondary winding current for CCM is a rectangular wave as shown
in Fig. 4.4(b). The secondary winding current is given by
is =
{
Ismax, for (1−D)T < t ≤ T
0, for 0 < t ≤ DT
}
. (4.34)
The Fourier series of the current waveform of the secondary winding is
is = Isdc
{
1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
sin [nπ(1−D)]
nπ(1−D)
cos (nωst)
}
. (4.35)
The power loss in the secondary winding for CCM is
Pws = Pwsdc
〈
1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
FRsn
{
sin [nπ(1−D)]
nπ(1−D)
}2〉
= PwsdcFRsh, (4.36)
where Pwsdc = RwsdcI
2
sdc. The secondary winding ac power loss normalized with
respect to the secondary winding DC power loss is
FRsh =
Pws
Pwsdc
= 1 + 2
∞∑
n=1
FRsn
{
sin [nπ(1−D)]
nπ(1−D)
}2
(4.37)
In (4.37), FRsn = FRpn can be computed using (4.32) and using (4.17), (4.18), and
(4.24) for rectangular, square or round secondary winding wire, respectively.
4.6 Transformer Winding Loss for Flyback DC-DC Converter
in DCM
4.6.1 Primary Winding Power Loss for DCM
The current waveform of the primary winding for DCM is shown in Fig. 4.5(a) and
is given by
ip =
{
Ipmax
DT
t, for 0 < t ≤ DT
0, for DT < t ≤ T
}
. (4.38)
The DC component of the primary winding current for DCM is
Ipdc =
1
T
∫ T
0
ip dt =
Ipmax
DT 2
∫ DT
0
t dt =
DIpmax
2
. (4.39)
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Figure 4.5: Two-winding flyback transformer current waveforms for DCM. (a) Pri-
mary current ip. (b) Secondary current is.
The Fourier series coefficients are
an =
2
T
∫ T
0
ip cos (nωt) dt =
2Ipmax
DT 2
∫ DT
0
t cos (nωt) dt
=
Ipmax
2π2n2D2
[cos (2πnD)− 1 + 2πnD sin (2πnD)] . (4.40)
and
bn =
2
T
∫ T
0
ip sin (nωt) dt =
2Ipmax
DT 2
∫ DT
0
t sin (nωt) dt
=
Ipmax
2π2n2D2
[sin (2πnD)− 2πnD cos (2πnD)] . (4.41)
which gives the amplitudes of the fundamental component and the harmonics of the
primary winding current as
Ipn =
√
a2n + b
2
n =
Ipmax
2π2n2D
√
2 [1 + 2π2n2D2 − 2πn sin(2πnD)− cos(2πnD)]
=
Ipdc
π2n2D2
√
2 [1 + 2π2n2D2 − 2πn sin(2πnD)− cos(2πnD)]. (4.42)
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The power loss in the primary winding is
Pwp = RwpdcI
2
pdc
1 + 1
2
∞∑
n=1
(
Rwpn
Rwpdc
)(
Ipn
Ipdc
)2 = Pwpdc
1 + 1
2
∞∑
n=1
FRpn
(
Ipn
Ipdc
)2
= Pwpdc
{
1 +
1
π4D4
∞∑
n=1
FRpn
n4
[
1 + 2π2n2D2 − cos (2πnD)− 2πnD sin (2πnD)
]}
= PwpdcFRph. (4.43)
The primary winding ac power loss normalized with respect to the primary winding
DC power loss is
FRph =
Pwp
Pwpdc
= 1 +
1
2
∞∑
n=1
FRpn
(
Ipn
Ipdc
)2
= 1 +
1
π4D4
∞∑
n=1
FRpn
n4
[
1 + 2π2n2D2 − cos (2πnD)− 2πnD sin (2πnD)
]
. (4.44)
4.6.2 Secondary Winding Power Loss for DCM
The current waveform of the secondary winding for DCM is shown in Fig. 4.5(b) and
is given by
is =
{
− Ismax
D1T
t+ Ismax, for 0 < t ≤ D1T
0, for D1T < t ≤ T
}
. (4.45)
The DC component of the secondary winding current for DCM is
Isdc =
1
T
∫ T
0
is dt =
Ismax
T
∫ D1T
0
(
1− t
D1T
)
dt =
DIsmax
2
. (4.46)
The Fourier series coefficients are
an =
2
T
∫ T
0
is cos (nωt) dt =
2Ismax
T
∫ D1T
0
(
1− t
D1T
)
cos (nωt) dt
=
Ismax
2π2n2D2
[1− cos (2πnD1)] . (4.47)
and
bn =
2
T
∫ T
0
is sin (nωt) dt =
2Ismax
T
∫ D1T
0
(
1− t
D1T
)
sin (nωt) dt
=
Ismax
2π2n2D1
[2πnD1 − sin (2πnD1)] . (4.48)
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yielding the amplitudes of the fundamental component and the harmonics of the
secondary winding current as
Isn =
√
a2n + b
2
n =
Ismax
2π2n2D1
√
2 {1− cos (2πnD1) + 2πnD1 [πnD1 − sin (2πnD1)]}
=
Isdc
π2n2D21
√
2 {1− cos (2πnD1) + 2πnD1 [πnD1 − sin (2πnD1)]}. (4.49)
The power loss in the secondary winding is
Pws = RwsdcI
2
sdc
[
1 +
1
2
∞∑
n=1
(
Rwsn
Rwsdc
)(
Isn
Isdc
)2]
= Pwsdc
[
1 +
1
2
∞∑
n=1
FRsn
(
Isn
Isdc
)2]
= Pwsdc
〈
1 +
1
π4D41
∞∑
n=1
FRsn
n4
{1− cos (2πnD1) + 2πnD1 [πnD1 − sin (2πnD1)]}
〉
= PwsdcFRsh. (4.50)
The relationship between D and D1 is converter dependent. The secondary winding
ac power loss normalized with respect to the secondary winding DC power loss is
FRsh =
Pws
Pwsdc
= 1 +
1
2
∞∑
n=1
FRsn
(
Isn
Isdc
)2
= 1 +
1
π4D41
∞∑
n=1
FRsn
n4
{1− cos (2πnD1) + 2πnD1 [πnD1 − sin (2πnD1)]}. (4.51)
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5 Design of High-Frequency Flyback Transformer
5.1 Background
The transformer in a flyback converter is the most important component of the con-
verter. It provides DC isolation, ac coupling, and voltage or current level change.
Additionally, the flyback transformer also stores magnetic energy required for power
conversion. In this chapter, the derivation of core area product Ap for transformers
subject to square wave voltages is presented. Step-by-step procedures to design a
high-frequency two-winding transformer for off-line flyback converter for both CCM
and DCM cases are given.
5.2 Area Product Method
The magnetic flux linkage λ due to magnetic flux φ linking Np turns of the primary
winding of the transformer is given by
λ = Npφ = NpAcB = Lpip, (5.1)
where Ac is the core cross-sectional area in m
2 and B is the magnetic flux density in
T. For the peak values, this equation becomes
λpk = Npφpk = NpAcBpk = LpIpmax. (5.2)
The maximum current density of the primary winding wire is
Jm =
Ipmax
Awp
, (5.3)
where Awp is the primary winding bare wire cross-sectional area in m
2. The core
window area limited by the maximum current density in the winding wire is given by
Wa =
NpAwp +NsAws
Ku
, (5.4)
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where Ns is the number of turns of the secondary winding and Aws is the secondary
winding bare wire cross-sectional area in m2. Assuming the winding allocation is such
that NpAwp = NsAws, the window area is
Wa =
2NpAwp
Ku
, (5.5)
where the window utilization factor is defined as
Ku =
ACu
Wa
=
2NpAwp
Wa
, (5.6)
where ACu is the total copper area in the window in m
2. The maximum energy stored
in the magnetic field of the transformer is
Wm =
1
2
LmI
2
Lm(max), (5.7)
where Lm and ILm are the transformer magnetizing inductance and magnetizing cur-
rent, respectively. Assuming that Lp ≈ Lm and Ipmax ≈ ILm(max) (where Lp and Ip
are the transformer primary inductance and primary peak current, respectively), and
using (5.2), (5.3), and (5.5), the area product of the core is defined as
Ap = WaAc =
2LpI
2
pmax
KuJmBpk
=
4Wm
KuJmBpk
. (5.8)
The transformer core area product gives a measure of energy handling capability of
a core and can be used to select a suitable core for a specific application using the
manufacturer’s datasheets. The value of Ap can be decreased by increasing the values
of Ku, Jm, and Bpk < Bs, where Bs is the core saturation flux density.
5.3 Design of Flyback Transformer for CCM
The following specifications are given for the flyback PWM DC-DC converter for
CCM operation:
• Input DC voltage range: VImin ≤ VI ≤ VImax (V)
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• Output DC voltage: VO (V)
• Output current range: IOmin ≤ IO ≤ IOmax (A)
• Switching frequency: fs (kHz)
The steps to design a two-winding flyback transformer for CCM operation are as
follows. The maximum and minimum output power are
POmax = VOIOmax (W) (5.9)
and
POmin = VOIOmin (W). (5.10)
The minimum and maximum load resistances are
RLmin =
VO
IOmax
(Ω) (5.11)
and
RLmax =
VO
IOmin
(Ω). (5.12)
The minimum and maximum DC voltage transfer functions are
MV DCmin =
VO
VImax
(5.13)
and
MV DCmax =
VO
VImin
. (5.14)
The transformer primary-to-secondary turns ratio is
nT =
ηconvDmax
(1−Dmax)MV DCmax
. (5.15)
In (5.15), the values of converter efficiency ηconv and maximum duty cycle Dmax are
obtained from the converter specifications. The minimum duty cycle is
Dmin =
nTMV DCmin
nTMV DCmin + ηconv
. (5.16)
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The minimum magnetizing inductance required for CCM operation of the converter
is
Lpmin ≈ Lm(min) =
n2TRLmax(1−Dmin)2
2fs
(µH). (5.17)
Pick Lp > Lpmin. The inductance of the secondary winding is
Ls =
Lp
n2T
(µH). (5.18)
The maximum peak-to-peak value of the magnetizing current and the primary current
ripple is
∆iLp(max) = ∆iLm(max) =
nTVO(1−Dmin)
fsLp
(A). (5.19)
The minimum peak-to-peak value of the magnetizing current and the primary current
ripple is
∆iLp(min) = ∆iLm(min) =
nTVO(1−Dmax)
fsLp
(A). (5.20)
The maximum DC input current is
IImax =
MV DCmaxIOmax
ηconv
(A). (5.21)
The maximum peak value of the primary winding current is
Ipmax =
IOmax
nT (1−Dmax)
+
∆iLp(max)
2
(A). (5.22)
The maximum rms value of the primary winding current is
Iprms(max) =
IOmax
√
Dmax
nT (1−Dmax)
(A). (5.23)
The maximum energy stored in the magnetic field of the transformer is
Wm =
1
2
LmI
2
Lm(max) =
1
2
LpI
2
Lpmax (mJ). (5.24)
Using (5.8) and (5.24), the core area product is
Ap = WaAc =
2LpI
2
pmax
KuJmBpk
=
4Wm
KuJmBpk
(cm4). (5.25)
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Since the saturation flux density Bs decreases as the temperature increases, the high
temperature B-H characteristics should be considered in the design. The typical range
of values of the saturation flux density for ferrites at high temperatures is Bs = 0.3 to
0.35 T. The typical values of the core window utilization factor Ku for inductors and
transformers are 0.3 and 0.4, respectively. The typical value of Ku for a toroidal core
is 0.25. The typical range of the maximum value of the current density Jm for power
converter applications is 0.1 to 5 A/mm2. In calculating Ap using (5.25), the typical
values of Ku, Jm, and Bpk are assumed. Using the core manufacturer’s datasheets, a
specific core whose Ap is very close to the value calculated in (5.25) is chosen and the
following details of the core are obtained:
• Selected core: Core Number
• Core area product: Ap (cm4)
• Core cross-sectional area: Ac (cm2)
• Core window area: Wa = Ap/Ac (cm2)
• Mean magnetic path length (MPL): lc (cm)
• Mean length of single turn (MLT): lT (cm)
• Core volume: Vc (cm3)
• Core surface area: At (cm2)
• Core permeability: µrc
• Core saturation flux density: Bs (T)
• Core power loss density coefficients: k, a, b
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The skin depth of copper wire is
δw =
√
ρCu(20◦C)
πfsµ0
(mm), (5.26)
where ρCu(20◦C) = 1.72 × 10−8 Ωm is the resistivity of copper at 20◦C and µ0 =
4π × 10−7 H/m is the magnetic constant or the permeability of free space. To avoid
skin effect, the winding wire is made up of multiple strands. The diameter of a bare
strand is
dis = 2δw (mm). (5.27)
Based on the bare strand diameter, a suitable AWG copper wire is chosen and the
following details of the selected wire are obtained:
• Selected wire: Wire Number
• Diameter of the bare strand: dis (mm)
• Diameter of the insulated strand: dos (mm)
• Cross-sectional area of the bare strand: Awsi (mm2)
• Cross-sectional area of the insulated strand: Awso (mm2)
• DC resistance of the strand per unit length: Rwdcs/lw (Ω/m)
The cross-sectional area of the primary winding wire is
Awp =
Ipmax
Jm
(mm2). (5.28)
The number of strands in the primary winding wire is
Sp =
Awp
Awsi
. (5.29)
The core window area allocated for the primary winding is
Wap =
Wa
2
(cm2). (5.30)
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The number of turns of the primary winding is
Np =
KuWap
SpAwso
. (5.31)
The number of turns of the secondary winding is
Ns =
Np
nT
. (5.32)
The length of the air gap is
lg =
µ0AcN
2
p
Lp
− lc
µrc
(mm). (5.33)
The maximum peak value of the magnetic flux density is
Bpk =
µ0NpIpmax
lg +
lc
µrc
(T). (5.34)
The maximum peak value of the ac component of the flux density is
Bm(max) =
µ0Np
lg +
lc
µrc
[
∆iLp(max)
2
]
(T). (5.35)
The minimum peak value of the ac component of the flux density at full power is
Bm(min) =
µ0Np
lg +
lc
µrc
[
∆iLp(min)
2
]
(T). (5.36)
The core power loss density is
Pv = k(fs in kHz)
a(10Bm)
b (mW/cm3). (5.37)
The minimum core power loss density at full power is
Pvmin = k(fs in kHz)
a(10Bm(min))
b (mW/cm3). (5.38)
The core loss is
PC = VcPv (mW). (5.39)
The minimum core loss at full power is
PCmin = VcPvmin (mW). (5.40)
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The total length of the primary winding wire is
lwp = NplT (cm). (5.41)
The DC and low-frequency resistance of each strand of the primary winding wire is
Rwpdcs =
(
Rwdcs
lw
)
lwp (Ω). (5.42)
Hence, the DC and low-frequency resistance of the primary winding wire is
Rwpdc =
Rwpdcs
Sp
(Ω). (5.43)
The DC and low-frequency power loss in the primary winding is
Pwpdc = RwpdcI
2
Imax (W). (5.44)
Using (4.33), the harmonic primary winding loss factor FRph for CCM is calculated,
from which, the primary winding power loss is obtained as
Pwp = FRphPwpdc (W). (5.45)
The maximum current through the secondary winding is
Ismax =
IOmax
1−Dmax
+
n∆iLp(max)
2
(A). (5.46)
The maximum rms value of the secondary winding current is
Isrms(max) =
IOmax√
1−Dmax
(A). (5.47)
The cross-sectional area of the secondary winding wire is
Aws =
Ismax
Jm
(mm2). (5.48)
The number of strands in the secondary winding wire is
Ss =
Aws
Awsi
. (5.49)
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The total length of the secondary winding wire is
lws = NslT (cm). (5.50)
The DC and low-frequency resistance of each strand of the secondary winding wire is
Rwsdcs =
(
Rwdcs
lw
)
lws (Ω). (5.51)
Hence, the DC and low-frequency resistance of the primary winding wire is
Rwsdc =
Rwsdcs
Ss
(Ω). (5.52)
The DC and low-frequency power loss in the secondary winding is
Pwsdc = RwsdcI
2
Omax (W). (5.53)
Using (4.37), the harmonic secondary winding loss factor FRsh for CCM is calculated,
from which, the secondary winding power loss is obtained as
Pws = FRshPwsdc (W). (5.54)
The DC and low-frequency power loss in both primary and secondary windings is
Pwdc = Pwpdc + Pwsdc (W). (5.55)
The total power loss in both primary and secondary windings is
Pw = Pwp + Pws (W). (5.56)
Sum of the core loss and the winding resistance loss in the transformer is
Pcw = PC + Pw (W). (5.57)
The efficiency of the transformer at full power is
ηt =
PO
PO + Pcw
. (5.58)
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The surface power loss density is
ψ =
Pcw
At
(W/cm2). (5.59)
The temperature rise of the transformer is
∆T = 450ψ0.826 (◦C). (5.60)
The core window utilization factor recalculated is
Ku =
(NpSp +NsSs)Awso
Wa
. (5.61)
5.4 Characteristics of High-Frequency Flyback Transformer
for CCM
The theory of winding losses due to harmonics will be illustrated by the case study
of the transformer used in the flyback converter operating in CCM. The following
specifications of the flyback converter are used: DC input voltage VI = 50 ± 10 V,
DC output voltage VO = 24 V, maximum output power POmax = 30 W, minimum
output power POmin = 5 W, and switching frequency fs = 100 kHz. Using (5.9) -
(5.61) the parameters of the flyback transformer are calculated and listed in Tables 5.1
and 5.2.
In this section, the computed characteristics of the designed transformer are pre-
sented for a wide range of operating conditions of the flyback converter in CCM i.e.,
over the entire range of the load current and the DC input voltage. Plot of primary
winding harmonic loss factor FRph as a function of input voltage is shown in Fig. 5.1,
using (4.32), (4.24), and (4.33) for Nl = 2, d/δw1 = 1.9378, d/p = 0.8, and n = 100.
Plot of secondary winding harmonic loss factor FRsh as a function of input voltage is
shown in Fig. 5.2, using (4.32), (4.24), and (4.37) for Nl = 2, d/δw1 = 1.9378, d/p =
0.8, and n = 100. The values of FRph and FRsh were calculated with n = 100 for all
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Figure 5.1: Primary winding harmonic loss factor FRph as a function of the DC input
voltage VI .
Figure 5.2: Secondary winding harmonic loss factor FRsh as a function of the DC
input voltage VI .
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Figure 5.3: Primary winding loss Pwp as a function of the DC input voltage VI at
fixed values of the output power PO.
Figure 5.4: Secondary winding loss Pws as a function of the DC input voltage VI at
fixed values of the output power PO.
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Figure 5.5: Primary winding loss Pwp as a function of the output power PO at fixed
values of the DC input voltage VI .
Figure 5.6: Secondary winding loss Pws as a function of the output power PO at fixed
values of the DC input voltage VI .
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Figure 5.7: Primary and secondary winding loss Pw as a function of the DC input
voltage VI at fixed values of the output power PO.
Figure 5.8: Primary and secondary winding loss Pw as a function of the output power
PO at fixed values of the DC input voltage VI .
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Figure 5.9: Core loss PC as a function of the DC input voltage VI .
Figure 5.10: Total transformer power loss Pcw as a function of the DC input voltage
VI at fixed values of the output power PO.
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Figure 5.11: Total transformer power loss Pcw as a function of the output power PO
at fixed values of the DC input voltage VI .
Figure 5.12: Flyback transformer temperature rise as a function of the output power
PO at fixed values of the DC input voltage VI .
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Figure 5.13: Transformer efficiency of the flyback converter in CCM as a function of
the DC input voltage VI at fixed values of the output power PO.
Figure 5.14: Transformer efficiency of the flyback converter in CCM as a function of
the output power PO at fixed values of the DC input voltage VI .
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the plots. From Fig. 5.1, it is clearly seen that the maximum value of FRph occurs at
maximum input voltage. This is because at maximum input voltage, the duty cycle
is low and the width of the primary winding current is low and contains many sig-
nificant harmonics. From Fig. 5.2, it is clearly seen that the maximum value of FRsh
occurs at minimum input voltage. This is because at minimum input voltage, the
duty cycle is high and the width of the secondary winding current is low and contains
many significant harmonics. For CCM operation, FRph and FRsh are independent
of the load current. The value of FRph and FRsh at minimum input voltage for a
specific case of the CCM flyback transformer is predicted to be about 5.195. Using
FRph and the primary winding DC power loss, the plots of primary winding loss as a
function of input voltage at fixed values of output power and as a function of output
power at fixed values of input voltage, are shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.5, respectively.
The maximum primary winding power loss occurs at full load and minimum input
voltage. Using FRsh and the secondary winding DC power loss, the plots of secondary
winding loss as a function of input voltage at fixed values of output power and as a
function of output power at fixed values of input voltage, are shown in Figs. 5.4 and
5.6, respectively. The maximum secondary winding power loss occurs at full load and
minimum input voltage.
The plots of total winding power loss of the transformer as a function of input
voltage at fixed values of output power and as a function of output power at fixed
values of input voltage are shown in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, respectively. The maximum
total winding power loss occurs at full load and minimum input voltage. The plot
of core loss as a function of input voltage is shown in Fig. 5.9. The plots of total
power loss of the transformer as a function of input voltage at fixed values of output
power and as a function of output power at fixed values of input voltage are shown in
Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, respectively. The maximum total power loss of the transformer
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occurs at full load and minimum input voltage. Fig. 5.12 shows the temperature
rise in the flyback transformer as a function of output power at fixed values of input
voltages. The plots of transformer efficiency as a function of input voltage at fixed
values of output power and as a function of output power at fixed values of input
voltage are shown in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14, respectively. As expected, the minimum
efficiency of the transformer occurs at full load and minimum input voltage.
Figs. 5.15, 5.17, and 5.19 show the spectrum of the primary winding current, the
primary winding ac resistance, and the primary winding power loss, respectively, for
the flyback transformer in CCM at full load and minimum input voltage. The ac
resistances of the primary winding of the transformer measured at 100 kHz, 200 kHz,
and 400 kHz were 0.386 Ω, 0.861 Ω, and 1.588 mΩ, respectively, and were in good
agreement with the theoretical values presented in Fig. 5.17. Figs. 5.16, 5.18, and
5.20 show the spectrum of the secondary winding current, the secondary winding
ac resistance, and the secondary winding power loss, respectively, for the flyback
transformer in CCM at full load and minimum input voltage. The ac resistances of
the secondary winding of the transformer measured at 100 kHz, 200 kHz, and 400 kHz
were 0.275 Ω, 0.706 Ω, and 1.404 Ω, respectively, and were in fairly good agreement
with the theoretical values presented in Fig. 5.20. The winding ac resistances were
measured using Hewlett Packard 4275A Multi-Frequency LCR meter. Figs. 5.21
and 5.23 show the spectrum of the primary winding current and the primary winding
power loss, respectively, for the flyback transformer in CCM at full load and maximum
input voltage. Figs. 5.22 and 5.24 show the spectrum of the secondary winding current
and the secondary winding power loss, respectively, for the flyback transformer in
CCM at full load and maximum input voltage.
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Figure 5.15: The amplitudes of the fundamental component and the harmonics of the
flyback transformer primary winding current in CCM at minimum DC input voltage
VI and maximum output power PO.
Figure 5.16: The amplitudes of the fundamental component and the harmonics of
the flyback transformer secondary winding current in CCM at minimum DC input
voltage VI and maximum output power PO.
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Figure 5.17: Spectrum of the primary winding ac resistance of the flyback transformer.
Figure 5.18: Spectrum of the secondary winding ac resistance of the flyback trans-
former.
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Figure 5.19: Spectrum of the primary winding power loss of the flyback transformer
at minimum DC input voltage VI and maximum output power PO.
Figure 5.20: Spectrum of the secondary winding power loss of the flyback transformer
at minimum DC input voltage VI and maximum output power PO.
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Figure 5.21: The amplitudes of the fundamental component and the harmonics of the
flyback transformer primary winding current in CCM at maximum DC input voltage
VI and maximum output power PO.
Figure 5.22: The amplitudes of the fundamental component and the harmonics of
the flyback transformer secondary winding current in CCM at maximum DC input
voltage VI and maximum output power PO.
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Figure 5.23: Spectrum of the primary winding power loss of the flyback transformer
at maximum DC input voltage VI and maximum output power PO.
Figure 5.24: Spectrum of the secondary winding power loss of the flyback transformer
at maximum DC input voltage VI and maximum output power PO.
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Table 5.1: Two-Winding Flyback Transformer Design for CCM Opera-
tion: Core and Wire Selection
Parameter Value
Input voltage VI 50 ± 10 V
Output voltage VO 24 V
Maximum output power POmax 30 W
Minimum output power POmin 5 W
Minimum DC voltage transfer function MV DCmin 0.4
Maximum DC voltage transfer function MV DCmax 0.6
Transformer primary-to-secondary turns ratio n 1.5
Minimum magnetizing inductance for CCM Lp ≈ Lm(min) 466.56 µH; pick 500 µH
Secondary winding inductance Ls 222 µH
Maximum peak-to-peak primary winding current ∆iLpmax 0.432 A
Maximum DC input current IImax 0.8333 A
Maximum peak primary winding current Ipmax 1.8467 A
Window utilization factor Ku 0.3
Peak flux density Bpk 0.31
Maximum current density of the winding wire Jm 6 A/mm
2
Maximum energy stored in the transformer magnetic field Wm 0.852 mJ
Calculated core area product Ap 0.6111 cm
4
Selected core Magnetics RS 0P-43019
Area product of the selected core Ap 0.63 cm
4
Core cross-sectional area Ac 1.23 cm
2
Core window area Wa 0.5122 cm
2
Mean magnetic path length (MPL) lc 4.56 cm
Mean length of single turn (MLT) lt 6.05 cm
Core volume Vc 5.61 cm
3
Core permeability µrc 2500 ± 25%
Core saturation flux density Bs 0.49 T
Core power loss density coefficients (P-type ferrite for 100 kHz)
k 0.0434
a 1.63
b 2.62
Skin depth of copper wire (at 20◦C and fs = 100 kHz) 0.209 mm
Selected copper wire AWG 26
Bare wire diameter of the strand wire dis 0.405 mm
Insulated wire diameter of the strand wire dos 0.452 mm
Bare wire cross-sectional area of the strand wire Awsi 0.1288 mm
2
Insulated wire cross-sectional area of the strand wire Awso 0.1604 mm
2
DC resistance of the strand per unit length Rwdc/lw 0.1345 Ω/m
Cross-sectional area of the primary winding wire Awp 0.3078 mm
2
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Table 5.2: Two-Winding Flyback Transformer Design for CCM Opera-
tion: Estimation of Power Losses and Efficiency
Parameter Value
Number of strands in the primary winding Sp 2.38; pick 2
Number of turns of the primary winding Np 29.82; pick 30
Number of turns of the secondary winding Ns 19.88; pick 20
Core air gap length lg 0.26 mm
Maximum peak magnetic flux density Bpk 0.2502 T
Magnetic flux density ac component Bm 0.02439 T
Core power loss density Pv = k(fs in kHz)
a(10Bm)
b 2.07 mW/cm3
Core loss Pc = VcPv 10.99 mW
Total length of the primary winding wire lwp 181.5 cm; pick 187 cm
Primary strand DC and low-frequency resistance Rwpdcs 251.5 mΩ
Primary winding wire DC and low-frequency resistance Rwpdc 125.8 mΩ
Primary winding DC and low-frequency power loss Pwpdc 0.08735 W
Primary winding harmonic loss factor FRph 5.195
Primary winding total power loss Pwp 0.4538 W
Maximum peak secondary winding current Ismax 2.8119 A
Cross-sectional area of the secondary winding wire Aws 0.4684 mm
2
Number of strands in the secondary winding Ss 3.63; pick 4
Total length of the secondary winding wire lws 121 cm; pick 130 cm
Secondary strand DC and low-frequency resistance Rwsdcs 0.17485 Ω
Secondary winding wire DC and low-frequency resistance Rwsdc 43.71 mΩ
Secondary winding DC and low-frequency power loss Pwsdc 0.0685 W
Secondary winding harmonic loss factor FRsh 5.195
Secondary winding total power loss Pws 0.3548 W
Total DC and low-frequency power loss in both windings Pwdc 0.1556 W
Total winding power loss Pw 0.8086 W
Total transfomer power loss Pcw 0.8195 W
Total core surface area At 31.95 cm
2
Surface power loss density ψ 0.0256 W/cm2
Temperature rise of the transformer ∆T 21.79◦C
Window utilization factor recalculated Ku 0.352
Transformer efficiency at full power and VImin 97.34%
5.5 Design of Flyback Transformer for DCM
The following specifications are given for the flyback PWM DC-DC converter for
DCM operation:
• Input DC voltage range: VImin ≤ VI ≤ VImax (V)
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• Output DC voltage: VO (V)
• Maximum output current: IOmax (A)
• Switching frequency: fs (kHz)
The steps to design a two-winding flyback transformer for DCM operation are as
follows. The maximum and minimum output power are
POmax = VOIOmax (W) (5.62)
and
POmin = VOIOmin (W). (5.63)
The minimum and maximum load resistances are
RLmin =
VO
IOmax
(Ω) (5.64)
and
RLmax =
VO
IOmin
(Ω). (5.65)
The minimum and maximum DC voltage transfer functions are
MV DCmin =
VO
VImax
(5.66)
and
MV DCmax =
VO
VImin
. (5.67)
The transformer primary-to-secondary turns ratio is
nT =
ηconvDmax
(1−Dmax)MV DCmax
. (5.68)
In (5.68), the values of converter efficiency ηconv and maximum duty cycle Dmax are
obtained from the converter specifications. The magnetizing inductance required for
DCM operation of the converter is
Lpmax ≈ Lm(max) =
n2TRLmin(1−Dmax)2
2fs
(µH). (5.69)
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Pick Lp < Lpmax. The inductance of the secondary winding is
Ls =
Lp
n2T
(µH). (5.70)
The maximum and minimum duty cycles at full power are
Dmax = MV DCmax
√
2fsLm
ηconvRLmin
(5.71)
and
Dmin = MV DCmin
√
2fsLm
ηconvRLmin
. (5.72)
The maximum duty cycle when the diode is on at full power is
D1max =
√
2fsLm
n2TRLmin
(5.73)
The maximum DC input current is
IImax =
MV DCmaxIOmax
ηconv
(A). (5.74)
The maximum peak-to-peak value of the magnetizing current and the primary current
ripple is
Ipmax = ∆iLp(max) = ∆iLm(max) =
DminVImax
fsLp
(A). (5.75)
The maximum rms value of the primary winding current is
Iprms(max) = Ipmax
√
Dmax
3
(A). (5.76)
The maximum energy stored in the magnetic field of the transformer is
Wm =
1
2
LmI
2
Lm(max) =
1
2
LpI
2
Lpmax (mJ). (5.77)
Using (5.8) and (5.77), the core area product is
Ap = WaAc =
2LpI
2
pmax
KuJmBpk
=
4Wm
KuJmBpk
(cm4). (5.78)
In calculating Ap using (5.78), the typical values of Ku, Jm, and Bpk are assumed.
Using the core manufacturer’s datasheets, a specific core whose Ap is very close to the
value calculated in (5.78) is chosen and the following details of the core are obtained:
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• Selected core: Core Number
• Core area product: Ap (cm4)
• Core cross-sectional area: Ac (cm2)
• Core window area: Wa = Ap/Ac (cm2)
• Mean magnetic path length (MPL): lc (cm)
• Mean length of single turn (MLT): lT (cm)
• Core volume: Vc (cm3)
• Core surface area: At (cm2)
• Core permeability: µrc
• Core saturation flux density: Bs (T)
• Core power loss density coefficients: k, a, b
The skin depth of copper wire is
δw =
√
ρCu(20◦C)
πfsµ0
(mm). (5.79)
To avoid skin effect, the winding wire is made up of multiple strands. The diameter
of a bare strand is
dis = 2δw (mm). (5.80)
Based on the bare strand diameter, a suitable AWG copper wire is chosen and the
following details of the selected wire are obtained:
• Selected wire: Wire Number
• Diameter of the bare strand: dis (mm)
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• Diameter of the insulated strand: dos (mm)
• Cross-sectional area of the bare strand: Awsi (mm2)
• Cross-sectional area of the insulated strand: Awso (mm2)
• DC resistance of the strand per unit length: Rwdcs/lw (Ω/m)
The cross-sectional area of the primary winding wire is
Awp =
Ipmax
Jm
(mm2). (5.81)
The number of strands in the primary winding wire is
Sp =
Awp
Awsi
. (5.82)
The core window area allocated for the primary winding is
Wap =
Wa
2
(cm2). (5.83)
The number of turns of the primary winding is
Np =
KuWap
SpAwso
. (5.84)
The number of turns of the secondary winding is
Ns =
Np
nT
. (5.85)
The length of the air gap is
lg =
µ0AcN
2
p
Lp
− lc
µrc
(mm). (5.86)
The maximum peak value of the magnetic flux density is
Bpk =
µ0NpIpmax
lg +
lc
µrc
(T). (5.87)
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The maximum peak value of the ac component of the flux density is
Bm(max) =
Bpk
2
. (5.88)
The core power loss density is
Pv = k(fs in kHz)
a(10Bm)
b (mW/cm3). (5.89)
The core loss is
PC = VcPv (mW). (5.90)
The total length of the primary winding wire is
lwp = NplT (cm). (5.91)
The DC and low-frequency resistance of each strand of the primary winding wire is
Rwpdcs =
(
Rwdcs
lw
)
lwp (Ω). (5.92)
Hence, the DC and low-frequency resistance of the primary winding wire is
Rwpdc =
Rwpdcs
Sp
(Ω). (5.93)
The DC and low-frequency power loss in the primary winding is
Pwpdc = RwpdcI
2
Imax (W). (5.94)
Using (4.44), the harmonic primary winding loss factor FRph for DCM is calculated,
from which, the primary winding power loss is obtained as
Pwp = FRphPwpdc (W). (5.95)
The maximum current through the secondary winding is
Ismax = n∆iLp(max) (A). (5.96)
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The maximum rms value of the secondary winding current is
Isrms(max) = Ismax
D1max
3
(A). (5.97)
The cross-sectional area of the secondary winding wire is
Aws =
Ismax
Jm
(mm2). (5.98)
The number of strands in the secondary winding wire is
Ss =
Aws
Awsi
. (5.99)
The total length of the secondary winding wire is
lws = NslT (cm). (5.100)
The DC and low-frequency resistance of each strand of the secondary winding wire is
Rwsdcs =
(
Rwdcs
lw
)
lws (Ω). (5.101)
Hence, the DC and low-frequency resistance of the primary winding wire is
Rwsdc =
Rwsdcs
Ss
(Ω). (5.102)
The DC and low-frequency power loss in the secondary winding is
Pwsdc = RwsdcI
2
Omax (W). (5.103)
Using (4.51), the harmonic secondary winding loss factor FRsh for DCM is calculated,
from which, the secondary winding power loss is obtained as
Pws = FRshPwsdc (W). (5.104)
The DC and low-frequency power loss in both primary and secondary windings is
Pwdc = Pwpdc + Pwsdc (W). (5.105)
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The total power loss in both primary and secondary windings is
Pw = Pwp + Pws (W). (5.106)
Sum of the core loss and the winding resistance loss in the transformer is
Pcw = PC + Pw (W). (5.107)
The efficiency of the transformer at full power is
ηt =
PO
PO + Pcw
. (5.108)
The surface power loss density is
ψ =
Pcw
At
(W/cm2). (5.109)
The temperature rise of the transformer is
∆T = 450ψ0.826 (◦C). (5.110)
The core window utilization factor recalculated is
Ku =
(NpSp +NsSs)Awso
Wa
. (5.111)
5.6 Characteristics of High-Frequency Flyback Transformer
for DCM
The theory of winding losses due to harmonics will be illustrated by the case study
of the transformer used in the flyback converter operating in DCM. The following
specifications of the flyback converter are used: DC input voltage VI = 100 ± 20
V, DC output voltage VO = 48 V, maximum output power POmax = 60 W, and
switching frequency fs = 100 kHz. Using (5.62) - (5.111) the parameters of the
flyback transformer are calculated and listed in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.
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Figure 5.25: Primary winding harmonic loss factor FRph as a function of the output
power PO at fixed values of the DC input voltage VI .
Figure 5.26: Primary winding harmonic loss factor FRph as a function of the DC input
voltage VI at fixed values of the output power PO.
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Figure 5.27: D + D1 as a function of the DC input voltage VI at fixed values of the
output power PO.
Figure 5.28: Secondary winding harmonic loss factor FRsh as a function of the output
power PO.
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Figure 5.29: Effective primary winding resistance factor KRph as a function of the
output power PO at fixed values of the DC input voltage VI .
Figure 5.30: Effective secondary winding resistance factor KRsh as a function of the
output power PO.
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Figure 5.31: Primary winding loss Pwp as a function of the output power PO at fixed
values of the DC input voltage VI .
Figure 5.32: Primary winding loss Pwp as a function of the DC input voltage VI at
fixed values of the output power PO.
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Figure 5.33: Secondary winding loss Pws as a function of the output power PO at
fixed values of the DC input voltage VI .
Figure 5.34: Secondary winding loss Pws as a function of the DC input voltage VI at
fixed values of the output power PO.
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Figure 5.35: Primary and secondary winding loss Pw as a function of the output
power PO at fixed values of the DC input voltage VI .
Figure 5.36: Primary and secondary winding loss Pw as a function of the DC input
voltage VI at fixed values of the output power PO.
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Figure 5.37: Core loss PC as a function of the output power PO.
Figure 5.38: Total transformer power loss Pcw as a function of the output power PO
at fixed values of the DC input voltage VI .
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In this section, the computed characteristics of the designed transformer are pre-
sented for a wide range of operating conditions of the flyback converter in DCM i.e.,
over the entire range of the load current and the DC input voltage. Plots of primary
winding harmonic loss factor FRph as functions of output power and input voltage are
shown in Figs. 5.25 and 5.26, respectively, using (4.32), (4.24), and (4.44) for Nl =
2, d/δw1 = 1.9378, d/p = 0.8, and n = 100. Plot of secondary winding harmonic loss
factor FRsh as a function of output power is shown in Fig. 5.25, using (4.32), (4.24),
and (4.51) for Nl = 1, d/δw1 = 1.9378, d/p = 0.8, and n = 100. Table 5.5 gives the
variation of FRph and FRsh with respect to the number of harmonics n at full power
and maximum DC input voltage. The values of FRph and FRsh were calculated with
n = 100 for all the plots. When D + D1 is close to 1, a lower number of harmonics
n is sufficient, typically n = 50. When D + D1 is low, then higher number of har-
monics is needed, typically n = 100. From Figs. 5.25 - 5.28, it is clearly seen that the
maximum values of FRph and FRsh occur at light load and maximum input voltage.
This is because at light load, the duty cycle is low and the primary/secondary winding
current contains many significant harmonics. The values of FRph and FRsh at full load
and maximum input voltage for a specific case of the DCM flyback transformer are
predicted to be about 23 and 5, respectively. Plots of effective primary and secondary
resistance factors KRph and KRsh are shown in Figs. 5.29 and 5.30, respectively for n
= 100. The values of KRph and KRsh at full load and maximum input voltage for a
specific case of the DCM flyback transformer are predicted to be about 5 and 1.6, re-
spectively. As the output power PO decreases, both KRph and KRsh increase because
of the decrease in the duty cycle. Using FRph and the primary winding DC power
loss, the plots of primary winding loss as a function of output power at fixed values
of input voltage and as a function of input voltage at fixed values of output power,
are shown in Figs. 5.31 and 5.32, respectively. The maximum primary winding power
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loss occurs at full load and minimum input voltage. Using FRsh and the secondary
winding DC power loss, the plots of secondary winding loss as a function of output
power at fixed values of input voltage and as a function of input voltage at fixed
values of output power, are shown in Figs. 5.33 and 5.34, respectively. The maximum
secondary winding power loss occurs at full load and minimum input voltage.
The plots of total winding power loss of the transformer as a function of output
power at fixed values of input voltage and as a function of input voltage at fixed
values of output power, are shown in Figs. 5.35 and 5.36, respectively. The maximum
total winding power loss occurs at full load and minimum input voltage. The plot of
core loss as a function of output power is shown in Fig. 5.37. The plot of total power
loss of the transformer as a function of output power at fixed values of input voltage
is shown in Fig. 5.38. The maximum total power loss of the transformer occurs at full
load and minimum input voltage. Fig. 5.39 shows the efficiency of the transformer as
a function of output power. As expected, the minimum efficiency of the transformer
occurs at full load and minimum input voltage. Fig. 5.40 shows the temperature
rise in the flyback transformer as a function of output power at fixed values of input
voltages.
Figs. 5.41, 5.43, and 5.45 show the spectrum of the primary winding current, the
primary winding ac resistance, and the primary winding power loss, respectively, for
the flyback transformer in DCM at full load and minimum input voltage. The ac
resistances of the primary winding of the transformer measured at 100 kHz, 200 kHz,
and 400 kHz were 35.1 mΩ, 76.8 mΩ, and 138 mΩ, respectively, and were in excellent
agreement with the theoretical values presented in Fig. 5.43. Figs. 5.42, 5.44, and
5.45 show the spectrum of the secondary winding current, the secondary winding
ac resistance, and the secondary winding power loss, respectively, for the flyback
transformer in DCM at full load and minimum input voltage. The ac resistances
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Figure 5.39: Transformer efficiency of the flyback converter in DCM as a function of
the output power PO at fixed values of the DC input voltage VI .
Figure 5.40: Flyback transformer temperature rise as a function of the output power
PO at fixed values of the DC input voltage VI .
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Figure 5.41: The amplitudes of the fundamental component and the harmonics of
the flyback transformer primary winding current at minimum DC input voltage and
maximum output power.
Figure 5.42: The amplitudes of the fundamental component and the harmonics of
the flyback transformer secondary winding current at minimum DC input voltage
and maximum output power.
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Figure 5.43: Spectrum of the primary winding ac resistance of the flyback transformer.
Figure 5.44: Spectrum of the secondary winding ac resistance of the flyback trans-
former.
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Figure 5.45: Spectrum of the primary winding power loss of the flyback transformer
at minimum DC input voltage and maximum output power.
Figure 5.46: Spectrum of the secondary winding power loss of the flyback transformer
at minimum DC input voltage and maximum output power.
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Table 5.3: Two-Winding Flyback Transformer Design for DCM Opera-
tion: Core and Wire Selection
Parameter Value
Input voltage VI 100 ± 10 V
Output voltage VO 48 V
Maximum output power POmax 60 W
Switching frequency fs 100 kHz
Minimum DC voltage transfer function MV DCmin 0.4
Maximum DC voltage transfer function MV DCmax 0.6
Transformer primary-to-secondary turns ratio nT 1.466
Maximum magnetizing inductance for DCM Lp ≈ Lm(max) 103.16 µH; pick 82 µH
Secondary winding inductance Ls 38.15 µH
Maximum duty cycle Dmax 0.418
Minimum duty cycle Dmin 0.2786
Minimum duty cycle when the diode is on D1max 0.4457
Maximum DC input current IImax 0.8523 A
Maximum peak primary winding current Ipmax = ∆iLpmax 4.077 A
Maximum primary rms current Iprmsmax 1.521 A
Window utilization factor Ku 0.3
Peak flux density Bpk 0.25
Maximum current density of the winding wire Jm 5 A/mm
2
Maximum energy stored in the transformer magnetic field Wm 0.681 mJ
Calculated core area product Ap 0.7264 cm
4
Selected core Magnetics PC 0P-43019
Area product of the selected core Ap 0.73 cm
4
Core cross-sectional area Ac 1.37 cm
2
Core window area Wa 0.5328 cm
2
Mean magnetic path length (MPL) lc 4.52 cm
Mean length of single turn (MLT) lt 6.078 cm
Core volume Vc 6.19 cm
3
Core permeability µrc 2500 ± 25%
Core saturation flux density Bs 0.49 T
Core power loss density coefficients (P-type ferrite for 100 kHz)
k 0.0434
a 1.63
b 2.62
Skin depth of copper wire (at 20◦C and fs = 100 kHz) 0.209 mm
Selected copper wire AWG 26
Bare wire diameter of the strand wire dis 0.405 mm
Insulated wire diameter of the strand wire dos 0.452 mm
Bare wire cross-sectional area of the strand wire Awsi 0.1288 mm
2
Insulated wire cross-sectional area of the strand wire Awso 0.1604 mm
2
DC resistance of the strand per unit length Rwdc/lw 0.1345 Ω/m
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Table 5.4: Two-Winding Flyback Transformer Design for DCM Opera-
tion: Estimation of Power Losses and Efficiency
Parameter Value
Cross-sectional area of the primary winding wire Awp 0.8154 mm
2
Number of strands in the primary winding Sp 6.33; pick 6
Number of turns of the primary winding Np 10.34; pick 10
Number of turns of the secondary winding Ns 6.82; pick 7
Core air gap length lg 0.191 mm
Maximum peak magnetic flux density Bpk 0.245 T
Magnetic flux density ac component Bm 0.1225 T
Core power loss density Pv = k(fs in kHz)
a(10Bm)
b 134.4 mW/cm3
Core loss Pc = VcPv 0.832 W
Total length of the primary winding wire lwp 60.78 cm; pick 65 cm
Primary strand DC and low-frequency resistance Rwpdcs 0.0874 Ω
Primary winding wire DC and low-frequency resistance Rwpdc 14.57 mΩ
Primary winding DC and low-frequency power loss Pwpdc 0.01058 W
Primary winding harmonic loss factor FRph 11.95
Primary winding total power loss Pwp 0.1264 W
Maximum peak secondary winding current Ismax 5.97 A
Maximum secondary rms current Isrms(max) 2.3 A
Cross-sectional area of the secondary winding wire Aws 1.194 mm
2
Number of strands in the secondary winding Ss 9.27; pick 9
Total length of the secondary winding wire lws 42.54 cm; pick 47 cm
Secondary strand DC and low-frequency resistance Rwsdcs 0.0632 Ω
Secondary winding wire DC and low-frequency resistance Rwsdc 7.02 mΩ
Secondary winding DC and low-frequency power loss Pwsdc 0.01096 W
Secondary winding harmonic loss factor FRsh 4.86
Secondary winding total power loss Pws 0.0532 W
Total DC and low-frequency power loss in both windings Pwdc 0.02154 W
Total winding power loss Pw 0.1796 W
Total transformer power loss Pcw 1.011 W
Total core surface area At 31.95 cm
2
Surface power loss density ψ 0.0316 W/cm2
Temperature rise of the transformer ∆T 25.94◦C
Window utilization factor recalculated Ku 0.2973
Transformer efficiency at full power and VImin 98.34%
of the secondary winding of the transformer measured at 100 kHz, 200 kHz, and
400 kHz were 15.48 mΩ, 28.22 mΩ, and 494.7 mΩ, respectively, and were in fairly
good agreement with the theoretical values presented in Fig. 5.44. The winding ac
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Table 5.5: Variation of FRph and FRsh with respect to Number of Har-
monics n at POmax and VImax
Number of Harmonics n FRph FRsh
1 5.33 2.71
2 10.66 3.32
3 13.66 3.56
5 15.86 3.89
10 18.79 4.25
25 21.28 4.57
50 22.58 4.74
100 23.51 4.86
200 24.17 4.95
500 24.72 5.03
resistances were measured using Hewlett Packard 4275A Multi-Frequency LCR meter.
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6 Conclusions
6.1 Summary
The steady-state analysis of the hard-switching two-switch flyback converter for CCM
and DCM operations, taking switch output capacitance and transformer leakage in-
ductance into account, have been presented. Incorporation of an additional switch
and two clamping diodes into the classical single-switch flyback topology provides
a simple mechanism to limit the switch overvoltage. This turn-off voltage stress
is predictable and well determined. The theoretical analyses have been verified by
experimental results. Clamping of the switch overvoltage is achieved. The power
transistors are turned on under reduced stresses. These stresses are also well deter-
mined. The uncertainty of the voltage stress in the single-switch flyback converter is
removed in the two-switch flyback converter at the expense of an additional switch
and two clamping diodes. The detailed analysis and experimental results provide an
in-depth understanding of the converter operation. The two-switch flyback converter
is a simple topology with a high practical value for low power applications.
The circuit operation and steady-state analysis of the proposed ZCT two-switch
flyback converter have been presented. The theoretical analysis of the soft-switching
ZCT two-switch flyback converter has been verified by simulation and experimen-
tal results. All the semiconductor devices in the proposed ZCT two-switch flyback
converter are operated under zero-current switching condition, thereby resulting in
reduced turn-off switching losses of the converter. The maximum voltages across the
main switches are limited to the DC input voltage.
General expressions for the winding power loss for transformer primary and sec-
ondary periodic nonsinusoidal current waveforms have been derived. Dowell’s the-
ory has been applied only to sinusoidal current waveform cases in magnetic devices.
Fourier expansions of transformer current waveforms have been derived for single-
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ended isolated DC-DC converters for both CCM and DCM operations. The winding
power loss due to harmonics of the transformer current is not negligible. Examples
illustrating the design of two-winding flyback transformer for both CCM and DCM
operations have been presented.
Two expressions for the winding power loss for periodic nonsinusoidal transformer
current waveform have been derived. A case study for copper losses in a flyback
PWM converter operating in CCM has been presented. For CCM operation of PWM
converters, the winding power loss due to harmonics of the transformer current is
not negligible. This loss changes when the DC input voltage and the load current of
the converter is varied. The maximum winding current loss occurs at the minimum
DC input voltage VI and maximum output power for the CCM flyback converter.
The primary winding harmonic loss factor FRph increases as the DC input voltage
increases, whereas, the secondary winding harmonic loss factor FRsh decreases as the
DC input voltage increases, both of which occur irrespective of the change in load
power.
For DCM operation of PWM converters, the winding power loss due to harmonics
of the transformer currents is not negligible. The number of significant harmonics in
PWM converters operating in DCM is high, of the order of 50-100. As the duty cycle
decreases, the number of significant harmonics increases. The power losses in both
windings change when the DC input voltage and the load current of the converter
is varied. The maximum winding power loss occurs at full load and minimum DC
input voltage for the flyback converter. The primary winding harmonic loss factor
FRph and the secondary winding harmonic loss factor FRsh significantly increase as
D+D1 decreases, both of which occur when the output power decreases. The effective
primary resistance factor KRph and the effective secondary resistance factor KRsh also
significantly increase as D+D1 decreases. The core loss of the transformer increases
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with increasing output power.
6.2 Dissertation Contributions
The contributions of this work to the field of research are:
• Analytical work comprising steady-state analysis and design procedure of the
basic hard-switching two-switch flyback PWM DC -DC converter for both CCM
and DCM modes are presented.
• A new soft-switching two-switch flyback converter topology with reduced switch
voltage stress is proposed.
• Principle of circuit operation, steady-state analysis, and design procedure of the
proposed soft-switching ZCT two-switch flyback converter are given.
• A general expression for the transformer winding power loss for periodic nonsi-
nusoidal waveform is derived.
• Fourier expansions of transformer current waveforms for single-ended isolated
DC-DC converters operated in CCM and DCM modes are carried out.
• Two specific expressions for the winding power loss in a two-winding flyback
transformer are given, for both CCM and DCM modes.
• The harmonic winding loss factors FRph and FRsh, for a two-winding transformer
are introduced.
• Using the area product method, detailed step-by-step procedures to design a
two-winding transformer for both CCM and DCM cases are presented.
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